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CHAPTER 1

ITEM LOGISTICS DATA TOOLS

3.1.1 Introduction

This volume describes procedures for the development, submittal, coordination, and main-
tenance of tools required to organize item logistics information. Included are Item Names
and Federal Item Identification Guides (FIIGs), the Federal Supply Classification (FSC)
system, and Department of Defense Ammunition Codes (DoDACS). Volume 15, chapters
15.6, 15.7 and 15.8 cover the H-series handbooks. The Organizational Entity Sector is in
volume 7, chapter 7.1.

3.1.2 Purpose

The intent of this volume is to provide procedural guidance for the development and main-
tenance of Item Logistics Data Tools.

3.1.3 Types of Tools

a. Item Names: Names selected and delimited, where necessary, to establish basic con-
cepts of items of supply. ( See 3.2)

b. Federal Item Identification Guides: Self-contained documents using a machine-
oriented coding format to collect item logistics data. ( See 3.3)

c. Federal Supply Classification: A system of groups and classes used to classify items for
logistics management. ( See 3.4)

d. Department of Defense Ammunition Codes: Code numbers assigned to descriptions of
ammunition, explosives, and guided missile items. ( See 3.6)

e. Item Characteristics: Physical, performance, and other item-related logistics data
required to describe, differentiate, and manage items of supply. ( See 3.2)

f. Initiating Activity: An activity assigned the technical responsibility for the preparation,
coordination, reconciliation, and maintenance of specific FIIG documents. ( See 3.2)

g. Submitting Activity: Any participating activity which submits proposed catalog data
directly to the Federal Logistics Information System (FLIS). The submitting activity may
be the activity which originates the cataloging data or an intermediate monitoring activity.

3.1.4 Use

This volume contains instructions to develop and maintain Item Names, FIIGs, the FSC
system, and DoD Ammunition Codes.
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CHAPTER 2

ITEM NAMES

3.2.1 Purpose

This chapter provides rules and procedures for developing item names. The development of
a single name for each type of item of supply will build a common language for logistics
operations.

3.2.2 Types of Names

a. Basic Name: a noun word or noun phrase used as the first word or group of words in
an item name, or an item name by itself when it establishes a single concept of an item of
supply. ( See 3.2.4.a)

b. Approved Item Name (AIN): the name selected as the official designation for an item
of supply. ( See 3.2.4.c)

c. Non-Approved Item Name (NAIN): a name given to an item of supply by a Govern-
ment activity when an appropriate Approved Item Name does not exist. ( See 3.2.4.d)

d. Colloquial Name: a commonly used, generic name, or trade name referenced to an
Approved Item Name to assist in assigning names to items of supply. ( See 3.2.4.e)

3.2.3 Use

The guidelines and procedures presented in this chapter will be used to develop item
names in a uniform manner. Application of these rules will support the Federal Supply
Classification system for grouping like items for management purposes and the Federal
Item Identification Guides structure for grouping like items for identification purposes.
Accordingly, DLIS shall collaborate revised item name actions with the initiating activity
responsible for the FIIG and with the item manager(s) responsible for the items in the
affected FSC(s).

3.2.4 Item Name Development

The primary concern in the development of a new item name and its delimitation is pro-
ducing the most accurate designation and description for the item concept in the least
number of words needed to distinguish it from every other item concept. Use only part
names or NAINs in the preparation of reference or partial method item identifications
when no Approved Item Name exists. See appendix 3-2-A thru I to this chapter for
samples.

a. Basic Names and Modifiers. A basic name is either a basic noun word or a basic noun
phrase. Use as an item name only when it establishes a single concept of an item or as the
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first word or group of words in an item name, followed in inverted sequence by the least
number of modifiers necessary to establish a single concept of an item.

(1) Use of the Most Specific Word as a Basic Name. Only a noun word or a noun
phrase which conveys the most specific basic concept of an item shall be used as a basic
name.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

CHAIR FURNITURE
SHOES FOOTWEAR
INK WRITING FLUID

(2) Use of the Preferred Synonym. Use the basic name most commonly acceptable in
technical or commercial practice when two or more nouns are synonymous. The other
name(s) shall be cross-indexed to the basic name selected. ( See 3.2.4.e)

Acceptable Nonacceptable

OVERSHOES ARCTICS
DRESSER BUREAU

(3) Use of an Indefinite or Nonlimiting Word in a Basic Name. The following shall
never be used as a basic noun but may be used as the first or last word of a basic noun
phrase:

ACCESSORY
ACID
APPARATUS
ASSEMBLY
ASSORTMENT
ATTACHMENT
COMPOUND
DEVICE
ELEMENT
ELIXIR
EQUIPMENT
FLUID
GROUP
INJECTION
INSTRUMENT
KIT
LIQUID
MACHINE
MECHANISM
MIX
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MIXTURE
MODULE
OIL
OUTFIT
PLANT
POWDER
SECTION
SET
SHOP
SOLUTION
SUBASSEMBLY
SUSPENSION
SYSTEM
TABLETS
TACKLE
TOOL
UNIT
VEHICLE

(4) Use of the Singular Form. The basic name shall be written in singular form, except
as follows:

(a) Where the only form of the name is plural.

Examples: SCISSORS
TONGS
TROUSERS

(b) Where the nature of the item requires the plural form.

Examples: CLIMBERS (pair)
BEANS WITH PORK
SHOES (pair)

(5) Use of a Foreign Word or Phrase in a Name. A foreign word or phrase shall not be
used in a name, except where such foreign term is considered to be more expressive than
the English term and when the foreign term has received preferential use to the exclusion
of its English equivalent.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

PACKSADDLE APARENJO
MACHETE CUTLASS, HEAVY
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(6) Use of a Trade-Marked or Copyrighted Name. A trade-marked name or copyrighted
name shall not be used as a basic name or modifier except as applied to items controlled by
the manufacturer who controls the trade-mark or copyright. Even in this situation, a trade-
marked name or copyrighted name shall be used only where the technical name for the
item is generally considered to be difficult to pronounce or spell.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

CAMERA KODAK
REFRIGERATOR FRIGIDAIRE
DECAL DECALCOMANIA

NOTE: The submitting activity shall specifically justify to the Defense Logistics Agency,
DLIS, Directorate of Logistics Information Management, the use of a trade-marked or
copyrighted name.

(7) Use of a Basic Name for a Container. Use the name of a container, as a basic name,
to indicate an empty container which is of itself an item of supply used for shipping or dis-
tribution purposes.

Examples: BARREL
BOTTLE
CAN
DRUM
REEL
SPOOL

(8) Use of Names of Containers in Basic Names of Items Which Are Not Containers.
Use a basic noun phrase when the item is not a container but the name of the item
involves the use of a noun which ordinarily would designate a container.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

JUNCTION BOX BOX, JUNCTION

(9) Use of Abbreviations.

(a) Never abbreviate the basic name or modifier in an Approved Item Name, except
as follows:

ACS - American Chemical Society
CBR - Chemical, Biological, and Radiological
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DDT - Dichloro-diphenyl-trichloro-ethane
EAM - Electrical Accounting Machine
NF - National Formulary
NPH - Neutral Protamine Hagedorn
TK - Turn Knob
USP - United States Pharmacopeia
VDRL - Venereal Disease Research

Laboratory

(b) Use conventional abbreviations in names of culture media and in mixtures used
to prepare culture media (e.g., S1S1 AGAR; ATS MEDIUM; EVA BROTH)

(10) Use of Hyphens, Conjunctions, and Prepositions in a Name. Form a hyphenated
noun word or a basic noun phrase if a basic name or a modifier consists of a combination of
the names applicable to two or more items. Join the applicable names by a conjunction or
preposition. Never use ″OR″ as a conjunction. Never use ″/″ either.

Examples: RECORDER-REPRODUCER
CORK AND TASSEL
PORK WITH GRAVY
BEEF AND CORN
HOOK AND EYE
BENDING MACHINE, PIPE AND
CONDUIT
BIT, HORSE-MULE

(11) Construction of a Basic Noun Phrase. Use a basic noun phrase when the word
cannot be delimited to establish a basic concept of the item. In this situation, the use of the
inverted sequence with a basic noun followed by a modifier would lead to a misunderstand-
ing of the basic concept of the item. It is therefore necessary to use the words in a straight-
forward sequence as a basic noun phrase to convey a clear basic concept of the item.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

CHART BOARD BOARD, CHART
SLIDE RULE RULE, SLIDE

(12) Use of Names of Materials in Basic Names. Use a basic noun phrase when the
item is not a material but the name of the item involves the use of a noun which ordinarily
would designate a material.
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Acceptable Nonacceptable

SOLDERING IRON IRON, SOLDERING
BUTCHER’S STEEL STEEL, BUTCHER’S

(13) Use of Basic Name Modifiers.

(a) Use modifiers consistently on all Approved Item Names (AINs) for functionally
similar Basic Names to eliminate overlap and confusion of AIN applicability.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

EXTINGUISHER, FIRE
EXTINGUISHER, FIRE, CARBON
DIOXIDE and EXTINGUISHER,
FIRE, DRY CHEMICAL

EXTINGUISHER, FIRE and
EXTINGUISHER, FIRE, CARBON
DIOXIDE

(b) Use modifiers according to the following preferences:

(1.) Modifiers indicating what an item is (its shape, structure, or form).

(2.) Modifiers indicating what an item does (its function).

(3.) Modifiers indicating the application of an item (what is it used for).

(4.) Modifiers indicating the location of an item (where is it used). (e.g.,
AIRCRAFT, AUTOMOTIVE, etc).

EXCEPTION: Do not add modifiers in order to conform with these rules if the addition of
such a modifier would result in an item name that would conflict with the name commonly
used in industry and Government. In this case, delimit each item name to indicate a
unique concept of an item.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

DRESSER DRESSER, HOUSEHOLD
An article of bedroom furniture, the
top of which is less than 40 inches
from the floor. It usually has full
length drawers and a mirror.

(with or without delimitation)

DRESSER, CONTACT POINT DRESSER
A flat, thin strip of flexible material,
treated on both sides with a coating of
the same abrasive grain.

(without delimitation)
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Acceptable Nonacceptable

Excludes: BURNISHER, CONTACT,
HAND and STRIP ABRASIVE,
DENTAL.

PENCIL PENCIL, NONMECHANICAL
Excludes: PENCIL, MECHANICAL
and CRAYON, MARKING.

(with or without delimitation)

PENCIL, MECHANICAL PENCIL
An item for writing or other marking
use in which the lead is replaceable.

(without delimitation)

(c) The first modifier shall serve to narrow the area established by a basic name con-
cept. All such first modifiers express the same type of characteristic in that position for the
same basic name concept. For a multi-concept basic name, the type of characteristic
expressed by the first modifier may vary for the different concepts.

(d) So far as practicable, all second modifiers applying to a particular basic name
plus a first modifier shall express the same type of characteristic used following the same
basic name and first modifier combination. Second modifiers shall express a different type
of characteristic from that expressed by the first modifier.

Examples: SAW, HAND, CROSSCUT
SAW, HAND, RIP
RESISTOR, FIXED, COMPOSITION
RESISTOR, FIXED, FILM

(e) DLIS will allow no more than two modifiers to form an item name except upon
written justification or prior approval for drugs/chemicals or specific USDA requirements.

(f) A word directly qualifying a modifying word shall precede the word it qualifies,
thereby forming a modifying phrase.

Examples: CAMERA, MOTION PICTURE
BASKET, WOVEN WIRE, FRYING

(g) Possessive Modifiers.

(1) A possessive modifier for a noun in the singular form shall also be in the singu-
lar form.
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Examples: COAT, MAN’S
DRESS, WOMAN’S

(2) A possessive modifier for a noun having only the plural form will also be in the
plural form.

Examples: TROUSERS, MEN’S
SLACKS, WOMEN’S
COVERALLS, MECHANICS’

(h) Professional, Trade or Occupational Modifiers. Use these modifiers only when the
item concept can be expressed better.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

WRENCH, OPEN END, FIXED WRENCH, ENGINEER
VISE, BLACKSMITH’S VISE, LEG

(i) Do not use material as a modifier to a basic name or noun phrase since material
is an item characteristic.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

TUBE, METALLIC TUBE, BRASS
ROD, NONMETALLIC ROD, HARD RUBBER

(14) Development of Names for Drugs and Chemicals. Form the item name for a drug
or chemical in accordance with the rules specified below. Modify the basic names for drugs
and chemicals where necessary to achieve differentiation between grades, qualities, or com-
positions.

(a) A basic name for a drug or chemical of medicinal grade shall conform to Federal
regulations or the English title as set forth in the United States Pharamacopeia, National
Formulary, United States Adopted Names, AMA Drug Evaluation, Reagent Specifications of
the American Chemical Society or to general commercial practice, in that order or priority.
Rearrange the basic name or first part of the basic noun phrase to indicate the principal
ingredient which produces the therapeutic effect, followed by the remaining active ingredi-
ents in alphabetical sequence. Federal regulations may allow for broad names for items
such as soaps and shampoos which have medicinal application.

(b) A basic name for a chemical or nonmedicinal grade shall conform to the English
title as set forth in the Reagent Specifications of the American Chemical Society or to the
extent that the basic noun or noun phrase shall be the name of the principal ingredient.
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(c) Chemically significant symbols when used in connection with chemicals, such as
those for alpha, beta, dextro, gamma, inactive, levo, meta, ortho, para, and symmetrical,
shall be written in lower-case letters a-, b-, d-, g-, i-, l-, m-, o-, p-, and sym.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

a-NAPHTHOL, REAGENT A-NAPHTHOL, REAGENT
sym-DIO-o-TOLYL SYM-DI-O-TOLYL
THIOUREA, TECHNICAL THIOUREA TECHNICAL

(d) Position numerals included in chemical item names shall not be spelled out.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

2-MERCAPTOBEN-ZOTHIAZOLE,
TECHNICAL

TWO-MERCAPTO BENZOTHIAZOLE,
TECHNICAL

(e) When developing an item name for an inorganic chemical, the cationic part of the
basic name shall include suffixes such as -ic or -ous to indicate the valence state of the
chemical where such chemical occurs in both forms.

(f) Defined Modifiers for Drugs and Chemicals. Use the following modifiers to indi-
cate the appropriate grade or variation of a drug or chemical as applicable, and require
that it be the last modifier in the item name. If one of these modifiers is the third modifier
in an item name, The Directorate of Logistics Information Management, DLIS will autho-
rize this without specific approval.

(1.) USP: denotes the quality which conforms to the specifications established in
the Monographs and Adjuncts and Clinical Reagents sections of the Pharmacopeia of the
United States. Use this modifier in the item name of every drug item of this quality.

(2.) NF: denotes the quality which conforms to the specifications established in the
Monographs section of the National Formulary. Use this modifier in the item name of every
drug item of this quality.

(3.) MODIFIED: Indicates that a variation exists in the formulation as established
by the United States Pharmacopeia, National Formulary, or recognized professional and
industry standards.

(4.) ACS: denotes the quality of ″reagent″ chemicals which meets or exceeds the
specifications established and published by the Committee on Analytical Reagents of the
American Chemical Society. The description of a chemical which exceeds the ACS standard
of purity shall include a specific statement as to the difference.

(5.) ANALYZED REAGENT: denotes high quality chemicals which are suitable for
exacting analytical work and which bear a label giving a statement of the maximum per-
centage of the important impurities present. Generally, analyzed reagent grade is compa-
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rable to ACS grade for those chemicals where an ACS standard does not exist. ANALYZED
REAGENT shall be the designation for all commercial listings of reputed ″reagent″ chemi-
cals and ″CP″ chemicals which include an analysis of impurities in the identification label,
provided they are not ACS grade. Also, ANALYZED REAGENT shall be the designation for
chemicals which meet the specifications of ″reagent″ chemicals as found in the Non-
monographed sections of the United States Pharmacopeia or the National Formulary.
When chemicals of analyzed reagent grade exceed the normal impurities limitations for
this grade, their identification must be expanded to indicate any significantly lower impu-
rity limits. Normally, trade identifies these items with statements such as ″Low in Iron″ or
″Free from Arsenic.″

(6.) REAGENT: denotes ″reagent grade chemicals which do not bear a label stating
the percentages of the important impurities present″. Reagent grade chemicals have lim-
ited use in analytical work because of the uncertainty as to the kind and amount of impuri-
ties present. Laboratories use these chemicals extensively in synthesis and in certain
analytical procedures where the inherent impurities are not critical to the intended reac-
tion.

(7.) TECHNICAL: denotes a quality of chemicals generally used for industrial,
solvent, and manufacturing applications. Generally, the manufacturer does not employ spe-
cific processes to limit all the impurities, aside from the normal precautions which are
taken in the manufacturing process. A technical chemical may be specifically processed to
reduce specific impurities so as to suit the chemical to a given industrial application. In
such cases, the identification of the items must be further expanded to indicate specific
impurities limitation.

(8.) PHOTOGRAPHIC: denotes a special grade of chemical of such quality that
limits impurities known to be harmful to photographic processes to safe quantities and
restricts inert impurities to amounts not reducing the strength of purity of the chemicals
below the requirements. Manufacturers package these chemicals for unit application in
specifically designed containers to ensure against contamination and deterioration.

(9.) STANDARD SAMPLE: denotes a material resembling as closely as possible in
chemical and physical nature the material with which the technical chemist expects to
deal, thus eliminating the necessity of additional research into many variables. Manufac-
turers analyze standard samples by a sufficient number of methods and analyses to estab-
lish the average composition of the material with considerable certainty. Analyzing a
sample along with the material causes the sample to behave like the stock material. Ana-
lyzing the standard sample and the material at the same time (and under practically iden-
tical conditions), wide divergence from the determinations made by research chemists on
the standard sample indicates at once that the stock material deviates from the standard
sample. National Bureau of Standards miscellaneous Publication 241, or its superseding
document, lists the names of materials used to develop item names using the modifier
STANDARD SAMPLE. Do not use this modifier unless the material has a National Bureau
of Standards sample number.

(g) Use of Modifiers Indicating Degree of Hydration. The conditions listed below may
influence the use of modifiers for drugs and chemicals. We recognize the degree of hydra-
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tion by the last part of a formula which indicates that the compound contains a specific
number of water molecules (H2O) or none. Submit the chemical formula with the proposed
name.

(1.) Modifiers describing the degree of hydration shall precede the last modifier, if
any.

(2.) Do not express the degree of hydration when a modifier already implies hydra-
tion (e.g., CRYSTALS).

(3.) Do not add modifiers to indicate degree of hydration to item names established
by Federal regulations or to items containing USP or NF as modifier.

(4.) If the formula indicates that there are not molecules of water in the
compound, and the material occurs in both anhydrous and hydrous forms, include the
modifier ANHYDROUS in the item name.

(5.) Do not add the modifier ANHYDROUS after a modifier indicating dehydration
(e.g., DESICCATED).

(15) Development of Names for Dyes.

(a) The item name for a dye having a color index number or a foreign prototype
number shall consist of the basic name Dye followed by the name of the dye assigned to
the index or prototype number.

Examples: DYE, BISMARK BROWN G
DYE, INDATHRENE BLUE GCD
DYE, PONTACYLE CARMINE 2B

(b) The item name for dyes with no code number designation shall consist of the
basic name DYE followed by the color modifier of the using activity. When an activity sub-
mits a color designation as a modifier for DYE, they must also send in a statement giving
the chemical name for the dye. The Directorate of Logistics Data Management, DLIS, will
eliminate duplicate item names by making a comparison of chemical names. DLIS does not
publish chemical names for dyes in the Alphabetic Index of Names, Section A, Cataloging
Handbook H6, Federal Item Name Directory for Supply Cataloging, because such informa-
tion is normally confidential to the respective manufacturers.

Examples: DYE, DARK BROWN

(c) The item name for a dye mixture (mixture of two or more single dyes) shall con-
sist of the basic name DYE MIX followed by a modifier indicating the color produced by the
mixture.
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Examples: DYE MIX (1), SEAL BROWN

(16) Development of Item Names for Meat and Poultry. Form the item name for a meat
or poultry product in accordance with the rules specified below:

(a) Structure the item name for a meat or poultry item in accordance with the Meat
and Poultry Act and Regulations of Food Safety and Inspection Service, USDA.

(b) Meat and poultry item name submittals shall contain a justification statement
indicating the name request is in accordance with USDA structure requirements and shall
cite the applicable specifications, if available.

(c) In order to comply with USDA labeling requirements for meat and poultry food
products, the number of modifiers is not limited.

(17) Development of Names for Mobile Units.

(a) The basic name for a mobile unit equipped for a specific function shall indicate
the function, not the mobile unit.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

DECONTAMINATING APPARATUS DECONTAMINATING TRUCK
MACHINE SHOP MACHINE SHOP SEMITRAILER

EXCEPTION: Mobile units in which the specific function is the governing characteristics of
the design may have the name of the mobile unit as the basic name.

Examples: TRUCK, FIREFIGHTING
TRAILER, DUMP

(b) If the equipment contains mounted special equipment or apparatus necessary to
perform a specific function, reflect this broad type of transport with one of the modifiers for
mobile units.

Examples: BAKERY PLANT, TRAILER
MOUNTED
TEXTILE REPAIR SHOP,
SEMITRAILER MOUNTED
DECONTAMINATING APPARATUS,
POWER DRIVEN, TRUCK
MOUNTED
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EXCEPTION: Mobile units in which the specific function is the governing characteristic of
the design.

Examples: TRUCK, FIREFIGHTING
TRAILER, DUMP

(c) When the equipment design function requires some form of mobility, either
vehicular mounted or self-propelled, one of the modifiers shall reflect the broad type of
transport for which mounted or the source of mobility (prime mover) data.

Examples: SCRUBBING MACHINE, PAVEMENT,
TRUCK MOUNTED
CLEANER, VACUUM,
SELF-PROPELLED

A term such as SEMITRAILER MOUNTED, TRACTOR MOUNTED, TRUCK MOUNTED,
etc., when used as a modifier in the item name for a mobile unit, shall indicate that when
the equipment is removed from the mounting, there remains a complete semitrailer,
tractor, trailer, truck, or chassis thereof. The term SELF-PROPELLED shall indicate that
the source of mobility (prime mover) is (1) a designed part of the equipment, or (2) a con-
ventional vehicle modified to the extent that the designed purpose of the destroyed vehicle
serves as a source of mobility for the equipment.

(d) When the equipment design is for a specific transport mounting but the transport
is not a part of the item of supply, the name may reflect the type of transport.

Examples: SHOP EQUIPMENT, WELDING,
TRUCK MOUNTED

(e) Do not reflect the broad type of transport in an item name for equipment such as
pumps, compressors, or generator sets, which are not normally mobile but which may be
mounted on some form of vehicle. Reflect this type of mounting in the appropriate FIIG.

b. Delimitations.

(1) Types of Delimitations. A delimitation shall be accomplished by one or a combina-
tion of the following methods, depending upon the degree of demarcation necessary for
uniqueness in the basic concept name or item name as described in this subsection:

Definition
Exclusion of related name
Inclusion of synonymous names
Restriction of use
Cross-referencing to related names
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(a) Delimitation by Definition. Develop a single definition for each basic concept
name and item name except for the following: (1) a subsistence, drug, or chemical (basic,
not application) item when the name appears in an official standard recognized industry-
wide or the name completely defines the item; (2) a technical term contained in an official
standard or technical manual recognized industry-wide; or (3) an item name consisting of a
basic concept modified by subsistence, drug, chemical, or technical terms as specified in
exemptions (1) or (2) above.

(1.) Each definition shall clearly explain the characteristics involved in the item
concept to which it applies and shall serve to distinguish the item concept from other simi-
lar or closely related concepts.

(2.) When an item name includes a basic concept name, define the item in terms of
the basic concept name. A basic concept name is one that delimits and identifies a particu-
lar meaning for that name when other meanings are possible or known, such as Lens.
There are camera lenses, flashlight lenses, ophthalmic lenses, and optical lenses. Define
and number the basic concepts.

Examples: Resistor

l. (Electrical) A device, the primary purpose of which is to introduce opposition to the
flow of current in an electrical circuit.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

RESISTOR (1), VARIABLE,
NONWIREWOUND, NONPRECISION

RESISTOR, VARIABLE, NON WIRE
WOUND
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Acceptable Nonacceptable

A resistor in which a sliding or rolling
contact moves over an exposed area of
the resistive element to change the
ohmic value of the output. The
functional tolerance (linearity), is
given, if the output is greater than
plus or minus 1 percent on linear
outputs. Specified outputs such as
sine, cosine, tangent, etc., shall be
considered to be precision. For items
having manually positioned taps
designed to be set and fixed prior to
use, see RESISTOR, ADJUSTABLE.
For items with step by step variation,
see RHEOSTAT and RESISTOR, STEP
BY STEP. For tandem mounted items
designed to function together as an
attentuator (and rated accordingly),
see ATTENUATOR, VARIABLE.
Excludes RESISTOR (1), VARIABLE,
WIRE WOUND, NONPRECISION;
RESISTOR (1), VARIABLE,
NONWIRE WOUND, PRECISION;
and RESISTOR (1), VARIABLE, WIRE
WOUND, PRECISION.

An item having electrical resistance
whose primary purpose is to limit the
flow of current in either direction in an
electrical circuit, designed to allow a
nominally continuous variation in the
ohmic value of the resistive element.

(3.) When an item name does not include a basic concept name, do not define the
item name in terms of the basic name.

Example: When PLATE is undefined.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

PLATE, PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATE, PHOTOGRAPHIC
A sheet of glass, metal, or stiff plastic
bearing a silver salt emulsion coating
which, when exposed to a light source
and a chemical treatment, produces a
visible black and white or color image.
It may be designed in size and form to
be projected.

A plate used in photographic work.

(4.) Do not define an item name in its own terms. Do not include the basic name
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or modifier in the definition except when the name incorporates a numbered basic name
concept. ( see paragraph 3.2.4.b(1)(a)(2))

(5.) Separate Approved Item Names referred to within the definition by semicolons
(including one before the conjunction ″and″).

(6.) Use the term ″and the like″ instead of ″etc.″ or ″et cetera″.

(7.) When a U.S. dimension is included, its metric equivalent shall follow in paren-
theses.

(8.) Limit capital letters in definitions to the initial letter of the first word of a
sentence, all letters of an Approved Item Name, the first letter of a basic name concept,
any actual proper noun, and words reflecting a title (e.g., Screw Thread Standards for Fed-
eral Services). Present colloquials and Nonapproved Item Names used within a definition
in lower-case letters.

(9.) Do not use abbreviations and acronyms in definitions except as noted in para-
graph 3.2.4.a(9)(a). Always use abbreviations in ″number″ to show a screw size (e.g., No.
10).

(10.) Spelling must be correct in all definitions.

(b) Delimitation by Exclusion. Use the method of exclusion as an appropriate form of
delimitation to limit the concept of a basic name or an item name to indicate that certain
closely related names do not fit the concept which might otherwise be for consideration in
the concept. In the delimitation of a basic name, use an exclusion only as a supplement to
a definition.

Examples: CHISEL, RIVET BUSTER, HAND
Excludes CHISEL, SIDE CUTTING,
HAND

(c) Delimitation by Inclusion. Use the method of inclusion as an appropriate form of
delimitation to limit the concept of a basic name or an item name to indicate that certain
closely related names do fit the concept which might otherwise not be for consideration in
the concept. In the delimitation of a basic name, use an inclusion only as a supplement to a
definition.

Example:

Bottle

A hollow vessel, usually constructed of glass or other transparent material in various
shapes. It usually has a neck which is smaller than the body and a narrow mouth for a
stopper or other type closure. Includes vials. Use a type modifier, such as ″dropper″.
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(d) Delimitation by Restriction of Use. When a basic name limits one or more specific
item concepts, an appropriate restrictive word or phrase shall delimit each such item con-
cept. Never use the parenthetical delimitation as a part of the item name.

Examples: Generator (Electrical)
Generator (Chemical)
Hammer (Mechanical)
Rule (Printing)
Propeller (Aircraft)

(e) Delimitation by Cross-Reference to Related Names. When a close relationship
exists between two or more Approved Item Names, use the term ″see″ or ″see also″ for
identification of the related Approved Item Names before making a final selection of the
appropriate AIN.

Examples: RESISTOR, VOLTAGE SENSITIVE
See also RECTIFIER, METALLIC and
RESISTOR, CURRENT
REGULATING.

(f) Format for Delimitations: The delimitation follows the Approved Item Name in
paragraph form.

Examples:

AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY

Two or more independent amplifiers having a common mounting or mounted on each
other.

SCREW, MACHINE

An externally threaded fastener whose threaded portion is one of nominal diameter, No.
0 (0.060 in.) (1.5 mm) or larger, designed to be held or driven with either a wrench or an
inserted driver or both in sizes below No. 10 (0.190 in.) (5 mm) nominal diameter
(excluding internal socket or internal multiple spline types). No. 10 (0.190 in.) (5 mm)
and larger sizes must have a head designed for any type inserted driver (excluding inter-
nal socket or internal multiple spline types), but may also be designed for external
wrenching. A locking feature may be incorporated in the design of the head or threads.
Excludes BOLT, CLEVIS; BOLT, EXTERNALLY RELIEVED BODY; SCREW, EXTER-
NALLY RELIEVED BODY; and SCREW ASSEMBLED WASHER. See also SCREW,
INSTRUMENT; BOLT, MACHINE; BOLT, INTERNAL WRENCHING; and SCREW,
CAP, SOCKET HEAD.

c. Approved Item Names (AINs). Designate item names consisting of a basic name with a
modifier(s) and a delimitation, where applicable, as Approved Item Names upon final
approval and Item Name Code assignment by the Directorate of Logistics Information
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Management, DLIS. Paragraphs 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 respectively contain the procedures
for submittal, coordination, and approval of proposed item names.

(1) Indexing of Approved Item Names. Index Approved Item Names for use in the
descriptive method of item identification to the applicable FIIG number in the Alphabetic
Index of Names, Section A of the Federal Item Name Directory (Cataloging Handbook H6).
( See 3.2.7.a)

(2) Common Usage. Use the most commonly used names by Goverment and industry
when two or more names are applicable to an item. Cross-index the other name(s) to the
selected name. ( See 3.2.4.e)

(3) Use of Capital Letters. Approved Item Names shall always appear printed in capi-
tal letters except in certain drugs and chemicals. ( See 3.2.4.a(14)(c))

(4) Use of a Comma in an Approved Item Name. A comma shall be used:

(a) To separate a modifier from a basic name or from a preceding modifier:

Examples: CAMERA, MOTION PICTURE
SAW, HAND, CROSSCUT

(b) When an item name contains three or more principal components.

Examples: ASPIRIN, PHENACETIN, AND
CAFFEIN TABLETS
BENZOCAINE, SODIUM BORATE,
AND METHOL TABLETS

EXCEPTION: When an item name includes a preposition such as WITH in the item name.

Examples: BEEFSTEAK AND POTATOES WITH
GRAVY, CANNED
BEEF AND MACARONI WITH
CHEESE SAUCE, CANNED

(5) Use of Parentheses in an Approved Item Name. Do not use parentheses to enclose
any portion of an Approved Item Name except in certain drugs and chemicals.

Examples: N-(1-NAPTHYL)-ETHYLENEDIAMINE
DIHYDROCHLORIDE, ANALYZED
REAGENT
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d. Non-Approved Item Names (NAINs). When no appropriate AIN exists for an item, the
designated name is a Non-Approved Item Name. ( See 3.2.2.c) INC 77777 represents
NAINs. The name may be a part name given by a manufacturer, but its structure shall
conform to the guidelines used in the development of Approved Item Names ( see 3.2.4.a
and 3.2.4.c) except as noted below:

(1) Use of Punctuation. Do not put a space after any comma in a NAIN. Use the period
only before or between numeric characters.

(2) Duplication of Part Names. Sometimes we use two or more part names to express
one item concept because we base the reference method of item identification upon the
manufacturer’s code and part number and not upon the name of the item. Take the follow-
ing steps to delete duplications and to establish a single item name for each different item
concept.

(a) An activity may select one of the names, or develop a more descriptive name.

(b) By mutual agreement, two or more Government activities may select one name
which represents an item in each of their supply systems.

e. Colloquial Names. ( See 3.2.2.d) You may submit alternate or common usage names as
well as cancelled AINs as colloquial names. Colhoquial name structure may or may not fol-
low format guidelines for Approved Item Names. Form these in the manner best designed
to assist in AIN selection. Usually colloquial names do not reflect the inrerted sequence of
the referenced AIN.

(1) You may submit colloquial Names as part of an Item Identification (II) by using
MRC CLQL (administrative MRC covered in General Information of the (FIIG) or the for-
malized DD Form 180. (See appendix 3-2-B)

(a) No II colloquial submittal is automatically entered in the data base. DLIS vali-
dates the submittal manually prior to entering it into the Cataloging Handbook H6.

(b) DLIS will forward approved colloquial submittals to the submitting activity with
the effective date. Return disapproved colloquial submittals to the submitting activity with
justification comments.

(2) DLIS publishes Colloquial Names submitted and approved in the Alphabetic Index
of Names, Section A, Cataloging Handbook H6, of the Federal Item Name Directory for
Supply Cataloging, in lower-case letters and reference them to at least one Approved Item
Name. DLIS does not index them directly to a Federal Item Identification Guide nor dupli-
cate existing entries, such as AINs, a basic name or another colloquial.

Acceptable Nonacceptable

baker’s cap CAP, FOOD HANDLER’S
See CAP, FOOD HANDLER’S See FIIG A217A
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(3) Reference a colloquial name that is applicable to more than one Approved Item
Name to a basic name followed by the phrase ″as modified″ in parentheses, or to each of
the Approved Item Names listed successively, separated by semi-colons.

(4) A colloquial name shall not reference its next higher assembly i.e., a part which ref-
erences its end item.

Examples: indicator, polarity - See TEST SET
SUBASSEMBLYS

(5) Do not reference a colloquial name to an unrelated item of supply.

Examples: circuit breaker - See CIRCUIT CARD
ASSEMBLY

(6) A colloquial name shall not be too broad or too generalized so as to interpret it as
applying to almost any AIN.

Examples: meter, modified - See WATTMETER.

3.2.5 Item Name Submittal

Submit all proposed additions, revision, and cancellations on the Names Transmittal Form
DD Form 180, via Fascimile (FAX) through the Internet at www.dlis.dla.mil/forms/
dd180.asp, or regular mail. (See appendix 3-2-A) Forward to DLIS, ATTN: DLIS-SC. Pro-
posals submitted by NATO, electronically or by telephone in accordance with Accelerated
Name Assignment Procedures outlined below will include all the information required by
the DD Form 180. DLIS will prepare a permanent record using the form. All proposed
name actions shall include a written justification/technical data which supports the request
technically and procedurally.

a. Completion of the DD Form 180.

(1) DATE: Type in the current date.

(2) SUBMITTING ACTIVITY: Enter the two position Activity Code (See volume 10,
Table 104)

(3) FIIG: Enter the Federal Item Identification Guide number applicable to the pro-
posed name action. (e.g., A217A, A022B, or T093-A). List only one FIIG for each DD Form
180.

(4) NAME AND DELIMITATIONS: Enter the name(s), delimitations, colloquials, and
any FIIG requirements incorporated in or affected by the proposal following the format
outlined below. Include the name, office symbol and telephone number of the submitter.
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Include the justification in this portion of the DD Form 180.

(a) List names in alphabetic sequence followed by any applicable colloquial names. (
See 3.2.4.e)

(b) Align names two typed spaces from the left imprinted margin. Align delimitations
in box form seven typed spaces from the left imprinted margin.

(c) Double line-spacing will separate all names. Use single line-spacing between a
name and its delimitation and within the body of the delimitation.

(d) Capitalization shall follow procedures explained in section 3.2.4 above to distin-
guish between Basic Names, Approved Item Names, and Colloquial Names.

(e) Label individual name actions within each proposal “ADD;” “REVISE DEFINI-
TION;” “CANCEL;” “REPLACED BY;” or other notation to identify the action. (See appen-
dix 3-2-C through 3-2-I)

(f) Organize proposals that include both add and cancel actions so that all cancella-
tions follow the additions.

(5) APPLICABILITY KEY: Enter the letter(s) indicating the FIIG Applicability Key on
the same line as the name to which it applies. Utilize Applicability Key “A” for all name
requests pertaining to FIIG A238 and FIIG A239. For new concept FIIGs enter N/A (not
applicable).

(6) FSC NUMBER: Enter the four-digit Federal Supply Class on the same line as the
name for which it is recommended. Beneath this number enter in parentheses the appro-
priate Condition Code. List specified FSCs for Condition Code 2 with an FSC Modifier (in
lower case) on the same line. List all modifiers for Condition Code 2 FSCs regardless of
action. List the FSCs in numeric order. (See appendix 3-4-A and 3-4-B)

(7) CHARACTERISTIC MASS CHANGE: The Characteristic Mass Change process
updates the characteristic description of NSNs affected by submittal of proposals that
cancel/replace or transfer Approved Item Names (AINs). Each proposal to cancel/replace or
transfer a name must include a FIIG cross reference with the DD Form 180. The data
required for FIIG cross references are FIIG, INC, MRCs, SAC/ISAC, Reply Codes, Refer-
ence Drawing Groups and style number.

(a) Tools for FIIG Characteristic Mass Change:

(1) MRC Summary: Listing of MRCs and Replies by AIN within NCB Codes 00
and 01. Use the MRC Summary to review and determine the characteristic changes for a
FIIG or AIN. Order and review summary before submitting DD Form 180.

To order MRC Summary listing or electronic file:
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Commander
Defense Logistics Information Service
DLIS-SC
74 Washington Avenue N.
Battle Creek, MI 49017-3084
Telephone: DSN 932-4443
Commercial (616) 961-4443
E-Mail address:
charmc@dlsc.dlis.dla.mil

(2) FIIG cross reference AIN or FIIG changes for Characteristic Mass Change
Processing. Develop a FIIG cross reference list using the MRC Summary and the pro-
posed FIIG changes. (See examples of DD Form 180s in appendix 3-2-E thru I).

(b) Characteristic Mass Change: DLIS process that performs NSN mainte-
nance of AIN transfers or FIIG changes. An AIN must have 100 or more characteristi-
cally described NSNs for this purpose. For AIN with less than 100 NSNs, refer to Data
Base Discipline.

(c) Data Base Discipline: DLIS process that identifies NSNs for file mainte-
nance due to AIN transfers or FIIG changes. An AIN must have less than 100 charac-
teristically described NSNs for this process. DLIS sends the NSN output listings or
tapes to Item Managers (IMs) for correction, or the IMs can make arrangements with
DLIS-SC to update the NSNs.

(8) NSN List: An NSN List shall be submitted with new approved Item Names, if
any existing NSNs require maintenance action to convert to the new name.

(9) TAILORED CHARACTERISTICS: The five DLA Centers participating in the
Tailored Characteristics program, DCSC, DESC, DGSC, DISC, and DPSC (Medical),
must include the MRCs, in desired output order, for inclusion into the Tailored Charac-
teristics Table. When no output required, enter “No Tailored Data Required”.

(10) Page Notation. Use additional copies of the DD Form 180 as continuation
forms when required to complete the listing of all name proposals applicable to a FIIG.
Number all forms. (e.g., PAGE 1 OF 5 PAGES) at the bottom of the form.

b. Accelerated Name Assignment Procedure (ANAP). This procedure is for NATO use
only (ALL EXCEPT USA) and developed to expedite the assignment of new Approved
Item Names to facilitate NSN assignment. DLIS will coordinate names processed via
ANAP with the FIIG Initiator and FSC Manager. (Drugs, medical, and subsistence items
are exempt from ANAP.)

(1) Processing Criteria.

(a) The proposal must be a request for a new item name.

(b) The proposed name must use an existing FIIG Applicability Key.
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(c) The proposal must not require change of the FIIG document, other than addition
of the name itself (e.g., no new MRCs or reply codes).

(d) A delimitation must be included in accordance with paragraph 3.2.4.b.

(2) Methods of Transmittal. All proposals must include the information required for
completion of the DD Form 180 outlined in 3.2.5.a above plus the CAGE Code (DRN 9250)
and Logistics Reference Number (DRN 3570).

(a) DLIS will process proposals forwarded to DLIS-SC via mail that meet the criteria
for ANAP within eight working days from receipt of request to the response to the
submitter. Format is the same as described in 3.2.5.a.

(b) Telephone submittals should use DSN 932-4325, FTS 552-4325, or commercial
area code (616) 961-4325.

(c) Address Electronically Transmitted Messages (ETM) to DLIS, Battle Creek, MI,
ATTN: DLIS-SC.

(d) Address FAX messages to DLIS-SC, at DSN 932-4352, FTS 552-4352, or commer-
cial Area Code (616) 961-4352.

c. 5-Day Name Assignment. Established for U.S. Activities using FIIGs A238 or A239
only.

(1) Processing Criteria.

(a) The proposal must be a request for a new item name.

(b) Originator must coordinate, resolve differences and document all actions prior to
submission to DLIS. The submittal must show, on the proposal, the FIIG Initiator, FSC
Manager and phone number and name of person concurring, if different than submitting
activity. (See section 3.2.6.)

(c) The proposal must be a request within an existing FSC.

(d) The proposal must not require change of the FIIG document, other than addition
of the name itself (e.g., no new MRCs or reply codes).

(e) Internet submittals may be made at www.dlis.dla.mil/forms/dd180. asp.

(2) Methods for Transmittal. All proposals must include the information required for
completion of the DD Form 180 outlined in 3.2.5.a above. They may be submitted via FAX
at either DSN 932-4352, FTS 552-4352, or commercial area code (616) 961-4352, or
through the Internet at www.dlis.dla.mil/forms/dd180.asp. DLIS-SC will acknowledge
receipt to the initiator.
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3.2.6 Item Name Coordination

a. Submitting activities will coordinate new names with FSC Manager(s) and FIIG Ini-
tiator as identified within each FIIG prior to submittal to DLIS. Upon receipt of the new
name proposal, DLIS will review the submittal for compliance with procedures, format, and
possible duplication and assign the Item Name Code (INC). When required, DLIS will coor-
dinate the revised name proposal with those services, agencies, and users affected by the
change(s) to solicit concurrence or nonconcurrences and comments.

(1) Normally a proposed action to a revised name having more than fifteen (15) users
shall require a C/C Distribution letter to notify all activities participating in the Federal
Catalog System. We require a response within a 30-day timeframe from the date of the let-
ter. If a response is not received, no interest is assumed..

(2) Normally when fifteen (15) or fewer activities have an interest in a revised name
proposal, DLIS will coordinate the action with only those activities. We require a response
to a coordination letter, normally within 30 days from the date of the letter. If a response is
not received, no interest is assumed.

(3) DLIS will coordinate proposals concerning drugs and medical items with at least
the Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC) and the Veterans Administration (VA) and
coordinate proposals concerning subsistence items with at least the VA, DPSC and the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).

(4) DLIS will coordinate name proposals with NATO and other countries when a
restriction occurs. We require a response within a 30-day timeframe (e.g., going from a
Condition Code 2 to a Condition Code 1) from the date of the letter. If a response is not
received, no interest is assumed.

b. DLIS processes Item Names within a 5-180 day timeframe which may include
collaboration/coordination reconciliation, edit update, system changes and publications.

3.2.7 Item Name Approval/Disapproval

The approval of a proposed name action depends upon acceptance by DLIS-SC and the
results of any coordination effort. DLIS-SC views justifiable nonconcurrence on a proposal
as a reason for disapproval.

a. Item Name Code (INC) Assignment.

(1) Upon approval, DLIS assigns Item Names a five-position numeric Item Name Code
(INC).

(2) DLIS references these INCs by numeric code to the AIN, FIIG, and FSC(s) in the
Numeric Index of Item Names, Section B of the Federal Item Name Directory (Cataloging
Handbook H6).

b. Notification of Approval/Disapproval. DLIS will forward approved proposals for the
addition of a new item name to the submitter with the INC and its effective date and
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return disapproved proposals to the submitter with justification comments. If unable to
resolve the nonconcurrence, DLIS forwards the complete package to HQ DLA for resolu-
tion.

c. DLIS designates names for use only by NATO/foreign countries as ″All Except USA,″
enclosed within parentheses, as the first part of the name definition.

d. For U.S. Activities: Names that are no longer required for U.S. use may either contain
a CANCEL/REPLACE action with the cancelled name becoming ″All Except USA″
(AEUSA) or just making the CANCELLED name AEUSA.

e. Publications. DLIS updates the FLIS files used to support publication of name related
data as required to incorporate approved name actions. Documents affected by name
changes include:

(1) Federal Item Name Directory (FIND) for Supply Cataloging, Handbook H6-A and
H6-B.

(2) Federal Supply Classification, Handbook H2.

(3) H2/H6 Advance Notice (used to present cumulative changes to the above handbooks
between issues).

(4) Federal Item Identification Guides.
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APPENDIX 3-2-A

SAMPLE OF ITEM NAME SUBMITTAL FORM

PART ″A″ ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE REFERENCE FIIG/IIG

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions,
Index Entr ies and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl Key NCS/
FSC

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l
not require changes to exis t ing i tem
character is t ic data of FIIGs as indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 1

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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APPENDIX 3-2-B

SAMPLE OF COLLOQUIAL NAME

PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 10 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index
Entr ies and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl Key NCS/
FSC

ADD COLLOQUIAL NAMES:
chain l ink fencing

see FENCING, WIRE

chain scale
see SCALE, DRAFTING; SCALE, PLOTTING

headless slot ted set screws
see SETSCREW

jack bi t gr inder
see GRINDING MACHINE, ROCK BIT

JUSTIFICATION:
Addit ion of the above col loquial names with
cross-reference wil l ass is t FLIS users find the
correct i tem names.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not
require changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data
of FIIGs as indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 1

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 10 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index
Entr ies and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl Key NCS/
FSC

REVISE COLLOQUIAL NAME:
needle value

see VALVE, GLOBE; VALVE ANGLE; STEM,
NEEDLE VALVE

JUSTIFICATION:
To correct error in spel l ing of name and add
Approved Item Name to col loquial .

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not
require changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data
of FIIGs as indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 1

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 10 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index
Entr ies and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl Key NCS/
FSC

DELETE COLLOQUIAL NAME:
bands, copper
see BAND SET, COPPER, DENTAL

JUSTIFICATION:
Approved Item Name BAND SET, COPPER,
DENTAL is canceled and therefore no need for
col loquial .

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not
require changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data
of FIIGs as indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 1

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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APPENDIX 3-2-C

SAMPLE OF NEW ITEM NAME

PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 10 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG A10400

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index
Entr ies and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl Key NCS/
FSC

ADD:
SPARK PLUG AB
An item containing two or more electrodes across
which an electr ic spark is discharged to igni te a fuel
and air mixture , pr imari ly in internal combust ion
engines . Excludes GLOW PLUG; and ELECTRODE.

engine, aircraf t 2925
(2)

engine, except aircraf t 2920
(2)

JUSTIFICATION:
At present , there is no equivalent i tem name
avai lable in the H-6.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not
require changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data
of FIIGs as indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 1

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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APPENDIX 3-2-D

SAMPLE OF REVISION OF DEFINITION

PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 13 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG A104

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index Entr ies
and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl
Key

NCS/
FSC

REVISE DEFINITION:
FLOAT, VALVE 06693 AN 4820

(1)

A floatat ion device used to actuate an inlet or out le t
valve. I t may be air t ight and hol low, or of sol id
construct ion. Excludes f loats designed for
carburetors .

JUSTIFICATION:
Modern technology and research developments has
resul ted in new ways and products to define FLOAT
VALVES. The proposed revised defini t ion would al low
cataloguing of new products under the present AIN.
avai lable in the H-6.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not
require changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data of
FIIGs as indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 1

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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APPENDIX 3-2-E

SAMPLE OF “All EXCEPT USA” DELETION

PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 14 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG A241

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index Entr ies
and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl
Key

NCS/
FSC

REVISE (REMOVE “All Except USA”):
BAND, SERVICE CAP: 32997 AT 8315

(1)

A ribbon, usal ly black in color, which may show
inscr ipt ions. I t is pr imari ly worn by the Navy, but may
also be worn by other personnel . Excludes: BAND
HELMET, CAMOUFLAGE.

JUSTIFICATION:
I t has been found that a need now exists in this country
to now use the above name. There is now aneed to stock
l is t the above name, so please remove the AEUSA.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not require
changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data of FIIGs as
indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 1

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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APPENDIX 3-2-F

SAMPLE OF CANCELLATION WITHOUT REPLACEMENT

PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 14 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG A104

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index Entr ies
and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl
Key

NCS/
FSC

CANCEL:
DUMMY BATTERY ASSEMBLY 60426 BC 6135

(1)

An item designed to occupy the space of a BATTERY
ASSEMBLY. It does not have electr ical character is t ics .

(Cancel led Not Replaced)

JUSTIFICATION:
This i tem is no longer required. There is no pop count
against this i tem and with no users there is no reason to
keep this i tem in the system to overload the H6.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not require
changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data of FIIGs as
indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 1
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APPENDIX 3-2-G

SAMPLE OF CANCEL/REPLACE

PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 19 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG T324-H

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index Entr ies
and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl
Key

NCS/
FSC

CANCEL/REPLACE:
TANK, LIQUID STORAGE, METAL 08627 HA 5430

(1)
(Repaced by TANK, LIQUID STORAGE INC-----) HA 5430

(1)
REPLACED BY:
TANK, LIQUID STORAGE
A receptacle or structure of sturdy construct ion and of
various shapes, the top of which may be open or closed,
used for storage of bulk l iquids such as gasol ine, oi l or
water. The tank may be equipped with pipe fi t t ings.
Excludes tanks fabricated for use as an integral par t of
another system and trai ler or t ruck mounted tanks
designed for transport ing l iquids . See also, TANK,
ASPHALT STORAGE and TANK, HOT WATER
STORAGE. (Replaces TANK, LIQUID STORAGE,
METAL)
JUSTIFICATION:
The name being canceled is too restr ic t ive and both
names are synonymous in construct ion and appl icat ion,
therefore; two item names are not required to ident i fy
one i tem of supply.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#
Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not require
changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data of FIIGs as
indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 1
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APPENDIX 3-2-H

SAMPLE OF FIIG TRANSFER

PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 21 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG A239

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index Entr ies
and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl
Key

NCS/
FSC

DELETE FROM FIIG A239:
FREQUENCY REGULATOR SUBASSEMBLY 60509 C 6110

(1)

Two or more different types of i tems having a common
mounting or mounted on each other which together form
a port ion of a REGULATOR, FREQUENCY, but which in
i tself is not a complete funct ioning i tem and cannot be
assigned a more defini te i tem name.

(Transfer from FIIG A239 to FIIG T012)

JUSTIFICATION:
Recommend transferr ing approved i tem name lis ted
above from FIIG A239 (Miscel laneous I tems) to FIIG
T012 (Subassemblies) . This change wil l a l low ful l i tem
descr ipt ions to be at ta ined as only part ia l descr ipt ions
can be obtained with FIIG A239.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not require
changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data of FIIGs as
indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 2

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 21 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG T102-B

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index Entr ies
and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl
Key

NCS/
FSC

ADD:
FREQUENCY REGULATOR SUBASSEMBLY 60509 B 6110

(1)

Two or more different types of i tems having a common
mounting or mounted on each other which together form
a port ion of a REGULATOR, FREQUENCY, but which in
i tself is not a complete funct ioning i tem and cannot be
assigned a more defini te i tem name.

(Transfer from FIIG A239 to FIIG T012-B)

JUSTIFICATION:
Recommend transferr ing approved i tem name lis ted
above from FIIG A239 (Miscel laneous I tems) to FIIG
T012-B (Subassemblies) . This change wil l a l low ful l
i tem descr ipt ions to be at ta ined as only part ia l
descr ipt ions can be obtained with FIIG A239.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not require
changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data of FIIGs as
indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 2 of 2

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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APPENDIX 3-2-I

SAMPLE OF “ALL Except USA” ADDITION

PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 21 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG T327-A

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index Entr ies
and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl
Key

NCS/
FSC

REVISE: (to “ALL EXCEPT USA”)
PHOTOELECTRIC CELL 00101 5980

(1)
(All except USA) For USA use INC 00101 Canceled
Replaced by SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE, PHOTO; INC
20587; FIIG A110A, App Key C. An item which when
act ivated by l ight energy changes i ts electr ical
propert ies correspondingly in a way that can be used for
generat ion of electr ical s ignals .

JUSTIFICATION:
Both AINs are synonymous in construct ion and
appl icat ion.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not require
changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data of FIIGs as
indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 1 of 2

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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PART “A” ITEM COLLABORATION ACTION REQUEST

DATE 21 Feb 92 REFERENCE XX (Activi ty Code) FIIG/IIG T327-A

Item Names, Basic Names, Defini t ions, Index Entr ies
and Just i ficat ion

INC Appl
Key

NCS/
FSC

CANCEL:
PHOTOELECTRIC CELL 00101 AA 5980

(1)
(Replaced by SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE, PHOTO;
INC 20587; FIIG A110A)

JUSTIFICATION:
A PHOTOELECTRIC CELL and a SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICE, PHOTO are synonymous in construct ion and
appl icat ion, therefore; two item names are not required
to ident i fy one i tem of supply.

P. O. C. NAME OF SUBMITTER AND PHONE#

Above proposed cataloging act ion wil l /wil l not require
changes to exis t ing i tem character is t ic data of FIIGs as
indicated.

NATO Form AC/135 No. 28A Page 2 of 2

DD Form 180, May 85 (Computer Reproduced)
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CHAPTER 3

FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION GUIDES

3.3.1 Federal Item Identification Guide (FIIG)

A FIIG provides standard requirements, formats, and guidance necessary to establish
adequate characteristics and supply management data for items of supply. DLIS assigns
FIIGs to different commodity areas and group similar items together to facilitate identifica-
tion and management purposes. Use the Military Standard Item Characteristics Code
Structure (MILSTICCS) in these guides to gather machine-oriented item logistics data.
This chapter shall provide procedural guidance for the development, coordination, and
maintenance of Federal Item Identification Guides. Format rules and the data collection
concepts presented shall form the basis of a systematic, uniform program for item identifi-
cation. See appendix 3-3-A for samples of FIIG information and to illustrate the format
described below. FIIGs are available through the Internet at www.dlis.dla.mil/fiigdata/
fiigs.asp.

3.3.2 Types of FIIGs

There are three types of FIIG documents.

a. Basic FIIG. A comprehensive document used to govern the collection of physical and
performance characteristics (and characteristics data to support other logistics functions)
for each descriptive item entered into the FLIS data base. It contains one or more
Approved Item Name(s) (AINs) in one or more Applicability Key(s) (group of applicable
requirements). Identify a basic FIIG by the prefix “A” or “T”.

b. Miscellaneous FIIG (FIIG A239). A general purpose document providing a means for
describing items not contained in a specific basic FIIG because of a low population, new
commodity areas, or not having an AIN.

c. New Concept FIIG. A basic FIIG that contains one or more AIN(s) but all requirements
apply equally to each AIN (no Applicability Keys). These are identified by the prefix
“A500...” and above.

3.3.3 FIIG Maintenance Requirements

There are two categories for the maintenance action for FIIGs as follows:

a. Administrative Maintenance.

(1) Discovery of typographical errors or omissions in the printed copy of a FIIG.

(2) Necessary expansion or reduction of reply code field in reply tables.

(3) Change of Master Requirement Code (MRC) for processing purposes and no
changes to the technical content of the requirement.

DoD 4100.39-M
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(4) Clarification or addition of instructional notes to establish and/or protect the integ-
rity of data input into the FLIS database where such actions do not affect the technical
content of the data or the FIIG.

(5) Addition of mandatory all inclusive requirements (e.g., MRC ELRN).

b. Technical Maintenance. Technical revision to a FIIG follows these conditions:

(1) Inadequate logistics functions for the existing FIIG (e.g., addition of AND/OR cod-
ing).

(2) Deletion of item names.

(3) Addition of new AINs which fit an existing Applicability Key without change.

(4) Mass addition of requirements to a group of FIIGs.

(5) Add/delete MRCs. Give careful consideration to the impact of changes to the item
name. DLIS will only accept changes to an existing Applicability Key(s) that goes from “as
required” (ALL* or AB*) to “mandatory” (ALL or AB).

(6) Add reference drawings.

(7) Add an item name which fits the homogeneous grouping in the FIIG (e.g., New
Concept FIIGs).

3.3.4 FIIG Maintenance Methods

FIIG maintenance actions follow these methods:

a. DLIS Distribution C/G letter: For maintenance actions of an operational immediate
nature, incorporate these letters in DoD 4100.39-M, Volume 3 , within one year after issu-
ance and cancel the C/G letter.

b. FIIG Page Changes: Issue page changes to published FIIGs to formally incorporate
changes into the FIIG. This may or may not affect the technical content of the FLIS data-
base. The Page Change Number and the effective date will appear on each page; a Cover
Sheet will list page numbers affected. U.S. activities will coordinate all proposals with
FIIG Initiator who, in turn, will submit proposal to DLIS.

c. Reprint: Whenever a proposed page change affects 70 percent of the pages of a pub-
lished FIIG or after 4 Page Changes, process the data as a Reprint rather than a FIIG
Page Change. A reprinted FIIG will contain all outstanding page change data. Assign a
new effective date and clearly mark the FIIG Cover with “REPRINT”. Identification of
page changes are on the cover.

d. FIIG Changes for NATO/Foreign countries. Forward all internationally collaborated
changes to DLIS for coordination with U.S. activities. Enter the changes requested by
NATO/Foreign countries, which are applicable to “ALL Except USA” into the FIIG and
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identify with a crosshatch (#). Add changes, which are applicable to U.S. items of supply, to
the FIIG in accordance with paragraph 3.3.3.b. DLIS will review the proposals and com-
ments from NATO/Foreign countries and forward them within 5 working days to the FIIG
initiator.

e. Coordinated IIGs. FIIGs that contain both U.S. and NATO/Foreign country coordi-
nated requirements are to be identified as “COORDINATED IIGS” on the cover of the
FIIG.

f. New Concept FIIGs. (U.S. Activities)

(1) The intent is to add no new AINs to FIIG A239. There are some differing opinions
concerning repairable items retained for management by the military services. Until
resolution, there is a requirement to utilize FIIG A239. The Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA) Centers will not add new AINs to FIIG A239. Other agencies and services should
develop New Concept FIIGs whenever possible in lieu of FIIG A239 use.

(2) The DLA Defense Supply Centers (DSCs) will coordinate with technical and engi-
neering functional areas and any others deemed essential prior to submittal to DLIS. The
purpose of this coordination is to insure support to these areas. Give consideration to the
identification of those requirements/characteristics needed for the automated Procurement
Item Description (PID), Procurement Description (PD), Acquisition Item Description (AID),
etc. The automated PID is a function included in the enhancement to Cataloging Tools On
Line (CTOL).

(3) Submit NATO proposals to DLIS. DLIS will forward to appropriate Integrated
Materiel Manager (IMM). NATO will also forward requests for AINs, which fit an existing
Applicability Key in an existing FIIG, to DLIS.

(4) Forward other Services and Agencies (S/A’s) proposals to DLIS for processing. Coor-
dinate as determined appropriate by the S/A before submittal. If FSC managed by an other
activity, submit them to the IMM responsible for the proposed FSC. Coordinate with the
FSC Manager of FIIGs developed/proposed by other than the IMM for the FSC. Forward
proper documentation reflecting this coordination to DLIS concurrent with the preparer’s
request for FIIG publication. For incorrect FSC management, the receiving IMM is respon-
sible for forwarding to the appropriate IMM with notification to the originator. When an
originator cannot determine the responsible IMM, send the proposal to DLIS-SC so stating.
Identify IMMs in appendix 3-3-D or volume 13, chapter 13.2, appendix 13-2-A , Standard
FSC Table.

(5) Forward requests for maintenance to FIIGS developed by a NATO country (other
that the U.S.; identified on cover) to DLIS-SC for collaboration with the FIIG initiating
activity.

(6) Until implementation of a bulletin board to provide visibility of name development,
the following will apply:

(a) Each developing activity will notify all other activities of their names scheduled
for development of New Concept FIIGs.

DoD 4100.39-M
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(b) The list will include the name/definition, FSC, proposed date of development, and
name/number of point of contact.

(c) Forward the list to the appropriate initiators found in appendix 3-3-D . All
responses to the initiator will receive the same distribution.

(d) DLIS will advise NATO/Foreign countries.

(7) Naming Authority. The naming authority will remain at DLIS for control purposes.
In those cases where conflicts arise concerning technical content, the initiating activity
(IMM FSC Manager) having commodity expertise will be responsible for the technical con-
tent of the item name and/or definition. For unresolved conflicts between the DSC and
S/As, refer the item name to DLIS for reconciliation.

(8) Transfer of Names. The IMM may decide which item names to transfer to the
applicable New Concept FIIG. “All Except USA” and/or U.S. names may be transferred.
The “All Except USA” item names will be identified with a crosshatch (#) in the Index of
Approved Item Names. Once DLIS establishes a New Concept FIIG it is the IMM’s respon-
sibility to consider all future name transfer requests to or from the New Concept FIIG.
DLIS will monitor these transfers to insure that sufficient justification warrants the action.
DLIS will determine if it is necessary to coordinate with the user(s).

g. New Concept FIIGS. (NATO/foreign countries)

(1) Submit requests for a new INC and a New Concept FIIG to DLIS with all support-
ing technical documentation.

(2) DLIS will send the FIIG to the appropriate IMM for review. The IMM approves or
disapproves the FIIG for U.S. use, annotates changes, and returns the FIIG to DLIS for
processing. If disapproved, DLIS will return the FIIG to the appropriate NATO country
with comments submitted from the IMM.

(3) DLIS will process FIIGs approved for U.S. use like all other FIIGs.

(4) DLIS will publish FIIGs not adopted for U.S. use but not include in the U.S.
mechanized system. MRCs assigned are visible in the MRD. DLIS will include the INC in
the H2/H6 publications as “All Except USA” (AEUSA).

(5) The IMM determines characteristic requirements for the U.S. DLIS will continue to
support NATO/Foreign country requirements. FIIG requirements developed by NATO/
foreign countries become AEUSA if not adopted by the U.S. DLIS will resolve duplicate
requirements and incorrect FIIGs.

(6) DLIS will process reports of FIIG deficiencies and requests for changes to New
Concept FIIGs same as those for any other FIIGs. NATO/foreign countries will collaborate
maintenance requests with all countries (per ACodP-P1) and send them to DLIS-SC.

(7) The U.S. will not initiate a New Concept FIIG for AEUSA names. DLIS will publish
country-requested FIIGs for AEUSA names when there is no U.S. interest. The U.S.
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mechanized system will not allow processing of items covered by the AEUSA name. If there
is duplication or overlap of existing names, DLIS will return with recommendations.
Resubmit with justification for reconsideration.

(8) There will be no conversion of New Concept FIIG numbers to INCs. The assigned
numbers are permanent.

(9) DLIS will not reject NATO/foreign country requests for assignment of AEUSA
names to FIIG A239. DLIS may however, recommend another existing FIIG in lieu of FIIG
A239, when appropriate.

(10) The responsible IMM will consider requested addition of AEUSA names to the
New Concept FIIG when appropriate. ( See 3.3.4.f(7))

h. Formatting

(1) General Format Instructions.

(a) Prepare data on 8 1/2x11 inch plain computer paper.

(b) Use plain typing in all FIIG preparation. Use bold and italic for new and revised
information.

(c) A capitalized title (including FIIG number) will appear centered, at the top of
each page of each section, appendix, and index of the FIIG.

(d) Number the FIIG pages sequentially. The General Information Section will start
with Arabic numeral one, except for New Concept FIIGs which contain no General Infor-
mation Section. In Appendix B, DLIS will assign reference drawing numbers which will
appear on even numbered point pages (e.g., MRCs on page 108 and the drawings on pages
108.1, 108.2, and the like).

(e) Underline columnar titles.

(2) Cover Page. The FIIG cover will display the following information:

(a) An identifying FIIG number and publishing date shall appear in the upper-right
corner.

(b) DLIS will assign only New Concept FIIGS which begin with A500.

(c) Title the document: “FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION GUIDE,” centered,
beneath which will appear the title of the commodity area it represents. For New Concept
FIIGs, the INC may also appear.

(d) Note the name and address of DLIS as the activity responsible for publication.
The New Concept FIIGs will also contain the name, address, and telephone number of the
IMM.

(3) General Information. This section of the FIIG introduces and describes the con-
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tents. For New Concept FIIGs, see appendix 3-3-B and 3-3-C. It also provides general and
special instructions and technical changes as required. DLIS is responsible for developing
the standard General Information section. The responsible activity may add pertinent
information.

(a) Format Instructions:

(1.) Number paragraphs and separate by two line spaces.

(2.) Paragraph titles will be concise and underlined. Capitalize the first letter of
each major word.

(3.) Indent subparagraphs and number or letter in accordance with general letter
format.

(b) Structure. The Standard General Information section will describe the following
topics in sequence:

Purpose and Scope
Contents (lists contents of FIIG)
Index of Approved Item Names (New Concept FIIGs do not contain this unless FIIG con-

tains more than one Item Name.)
Applicability Key Index (New Concept FIIGs do not contain this)
Section I - Item Characteristics Data Requirements
Appendix A - Reply Tables (as applicable for New Concept FIIGs)
Appendix B - Reference Drawings (as applicable)
Appendix C - Technical Data Tables (as applicable)
Administrative Data - Provides instructions for input of Administrative MRC CLQL (see

Appendix 3-3-C for New Concept FIIGs)
Special Instructions - Provides special instructions such as input for measurements (see

Appendix 3-3-C for New Concept FIIGs)
Special Notes - Contains any special notes pertinent to FIIG
Maintenance - Identifies preparing activity and instructions for requesting changes (New

Concept FIIGs do not contain this)

(4) Index of Data Requirements. The FIIG initiating activity prepares this index.
Arrange in alphabetic sequence by MRC, cross referenced to the applicable data require-
ments code and page number. New Concept FIIGs do not contain this information.

(5) Index of Approved Item Names (AINs). This index provides the user with the item
names, their definitions, INCs, and Applicability Keys covered by the FIIG. Do not refer-
ence any AIN to more than one FIIG. New Concept FIIGs may contain this index if more
than one name applies.

(a) Content. The index will contain the AINs with definitions and INCs as they
appear in the Federal Item Name Directory for Supply Cataloging, Cataloging Handbook
H6, which is applicable to the FIIG. Each item name will have an Applicability Key
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recorded to indicate the applicability of each requirement to that item name. Assign same
Applicability Key to AINs referencing the same requirements MRCs. New Concept FIIGs
do not contain an Applicability Key.

(b) Format. Display information in a columnar fashion.

(1.) The first column, titled ″Approved Item Name,″ will list the AINs with their
definitions in alphabetic sequence.

(2.) The second column, titled “INC,” will list the five-position INC matched to
each AIN entry.

(3.) The third column, titled “App Key,” will list the alphabetic Applicability Key
for each AIN. New Concept FIIGs will not contain the App Key column.

(6) Applicability Key Index. This index provides the user with a reference table with
MRC requirements for each Applicability Key. New Concept FIIGs do not contain this
index.

(a) Content. The index will include all MRCs, the page numbers on which they
appear, all Applicability Keys, and notations indicating “required” or “as required” condi-
tions.

(b) Format. Arrange the index in columns.

(1.) The first column, titled ″MRC″ will list all MRCs in the same order as they
appear in the FIIG.

(2.) The second column, titled “Page No” will identify the page on which each MRC
appears.

(3.) The third column, titled “Applicability Key” will list every Applicability Key.
These will list designators for each MRC.

(a.) “X” indicates that the MRC is mandatory.

(b.) “AR” indicates that the MRC is optional, dependent upon another MRC, or is
dependent upon a note.

(c.) A blank space indicates that the MRC does not apply to the specified Applica-
bility Key.

(7) Section I - Item Characteristics Data Requirements. Section I is the main body of
the FIIG. By answering requirements in this section, the user builds a formatted,
machineable description for an item of supply. Use the required information accumulated
in this description to differentiate items for NSN assignment for other logistic functions.
The development of requirements shall conform to procedures given in the MILSTICCS
Procedures Manual, DLAM 4140.6, Aug 1970.
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(a) Content. Section I contains requirement statements and definitions with appro-
priate instructions and replies needed to properly identify items within the commodity area
of the FIIG.

(1.) Requirements. Establish a requirement in such a manner that resulting
replies will be brief, fully describe the physical and performance characteristics defined,
and are not subject to arbitrary interpretation. It consists of a Master Requirement Code
(MRC), a title, and a definition. Provide reply instructions to mandate the format for
answers to the requirement. New Concept FIIGs must use only reply table MA01 for mate-
rial MRCs and SF01 for surface treatment MRCs. Do not use MRCs in the MRD which
have ″/D/″ recorded. The mechanized system does not allow these MRCs.

(a.) Single Characteristic per Requirement. Each requirement shall reflect only
one characteristic. For example, key actual size to tolerance range to provide “size” which
is the characteristic stated as the FIIG requirement. A requirement such as Quantity and
Size of Mounting Holes, however, is not acceptable. These involve two characteristics and
two variables. Code as one reply a requirement for two variables to describe a single char-
acteristic. For example, express the characteristics electrical resistance by selection of the
reply code for megohms followed by the variable value. Express an electrical resistance
value of 1,000,000 ohms as M1.0 in which “M” represents megohms and “1.0” represents
the value of megohms.

(b.) Single Requirement for Characteristics. Do not include the same characteris-
tics or variables in more than one requirement. This does not preclude use of the charac-
teristic or variable in more than one table referring to different requirements. For example,
“size” may be the key element in various dimensional tables in Appendices, though as a
specific requirement in Section I it can appear only once. A requirement must not appear
more than once, even if expressed in a different fashion.

(c.) Do not include requirements estimated to be applicable to less than one per-
cent of total item coverage (or 100 items, whichever is smaller). Consider these for a reply
using a features MRC (FEAT or CBBL ,as applicable); MRC CBBL is preferred.

(d.) The requirement name should be short and concise, immediately identifying
and describing the characteristic of the item. The following guidelines shall apply to devel-
opment of requirement names.

(1..) The requirement name shall not contain punctuation marks.

(2..) Singular word forms are preferred over plural word forms.

(3..) Do not use words such as “designator”, “indicator”, “symbol”, or “code”, unless
required by technical content.

(4..) Use existing requirement statements in the Master Requirements Directory
(MRD), however, if they are not consistent with these guidelines, consider the intent of the
MRD statement and use as a model for a new requirement statement that does comply
with these guidelines under a new MRC.
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(5..) The FIIG or item names covered by the FIIG shall not appear in requirement
names.

(6..) A specific unit of measurement may appear in the requirement name only
when such measurement is never acceptable in differing form or multiple. (For example,
“ARC in Degrees” may be acceptable, whereas “Length in Inches” is never acceptable.) Use
Mode Code B or F when the unit of measurement appears in the requirement name.

(7..) When a newly standardized term for rating or measuring is used, the previ-
ous term in parentheses shall follow the new term, e.g., CELSIUS (centigrade); HERTZ
(cycles per second). The citation shall also be made at least the first time the new term is
used in the requirement instruction.

(e.) Requirement definitions shall be as general as possible but adequate enough to
describe the characteristic.

(f.) Reply instructions form a very important part of a requirement and shall
include the following, as applicable:

(1..) Specify conversions from fractions to decimal format.

(2..) Provisions for replies to requirements in the terms as recorded on the source
document, such as inches and millimeters, and state whether values are nominal or mini-
mum and maximum.

(3..) The type of reply, including reference to location of reply tables.

(4..) Sample (typical) replies to demonstrate the structure of an expected reply.
Place the typical replies in a parenthetical expression with the abbreviation “e.g.,” followed
by a comma introducing one or more properly structured replies. Show an asterisk (*) com-
pleting each typical reply. Examples of scalar replies shall reflect both U.S. Customary and
metric scales. (e.g., ABHPJAA0.050*; ABHPJAB0.045$$JAC0.055*; ABHPJLA45.8*)

(5..) Reference to drawings and legend letters.

(6..) Relationships of the requirement to other requirements.

(7..) Priority of replies.

(8..) Secondary address coding instructions.

(9..) Use of symbols.

(g.) Any note(s) applicable to a requirement(s) or subrequirement(s) shall be in
capital letters and shall immediately precede the requirement or first subrequirement. The
format will be NOTE FOR MRC(s) XXXX:, followed by the appropriate information. Insert
the statement “(see note above)” directly above the MRC involved. For New Concept FIIGs,
the statement “(see note above)” does not apply. The notes stand alone for each MRC in
New Concept FIIGs.
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(2.) FIIG Requirements/Reply Structure Concept. Structure replies to require-
ments in either coded or clear text language or a combination of the two (as specified) in
accordance with the principles of MILSTICCS.

(a.) Coded Replies. Qualitative replies which can be predicted shall be included in
a table from which a selection can be made readily by the user of the FIIG. The tables of
replies shall be coded using the following rules:

(1..) Reply codes shall be as short as possible and still provide sufficient code
lengths to cover the quantity of known replies or predicted replies in a table. In develop-
ment of a MRC reply table, establish a single character as a reply code when expected
reply codes are ten or fewer. When the possibility of replies exceeds ten, use two or more
characters for each code.

(2..) Reply codes shall be mnemonic whenever possible (e.g., the replies LEFT and
RIGHT are always code L and R respectively).

(3..) Reply codes will be all alphabetic or controlled alphanumeric within a given
table.

(b.) Scalar Replies. Requirements for dimensional or other scale-type replies which
can be stated in terms of both U.S. and International scales shall be established and coded
tables used to identify the appropriate scale, applying Mode Code J. When two or more
units in a decimal scale may be cited, such as ohms, kilohms, and megohms, the reply code
shall be similarly given to identify the appropriate units.

(1.) When the International System of Units (SI or metric) scale identifies the
value in a reply, indicate the unit or units most appropriate to the commodity in the
requirement instructions and establish in the reply table under the following codes:

P — pico — (e.g., picofarad)
U — micro — (e.g., microfarad)
L — milli — (e.g., millimeter, milligram)
C — centi — (e.g., centimeter, centiliter)
D — deci — (e.g., decigram)
Q — the unit — (e.g., meter, ohm, gram)
T — deca or deka — (e.g., decagram, decameter)
H — hecto — (e.g., hectometer, hectogram)
K — kilo — (e.g., kilometer, kilogram)
M — mega — (e.g., megohm, megahertz)
G — giga — (e.g., gigohm, gigahertz)

(2.) Sequence the measurement scale table specified above in accordance with the
requirement title when used in conjunction with a dimensional requirement. The first table
in a requirement such as “type and measurement,” for example, would be for types while
the second table would indicate measurement scales.
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(3.) Do not use fractions and/or number-type replies (e.g., 1/4, No. 10) for input
unless specifically authorized by the FIIG. FIIGs developed for commodity areas where
replies of this nature are applicable contain tables of acceptable replies in the appropriate
section or appendix.

(c.) Use of “Any Acceptable.” Characterize items by the broadest tolerance
acceptable, unless otherwise indicated in the FIIG. Do not use the reply “any acceptable”
unless specifically authorized by the FIIG requirement instructions. DLIS requires full jus-
tification for its use.

(d.) New Concept FIIGs do not use MRCs with yes or no type table responses such
as “provided” or “not provided”. Use MRC CBBL, FEATURES PROVIDED. “Any Accept-
able” replies are not authorized for these FIIGs.

(4.) The FIIG reflects requirement applicability of all requirements to each AIN by
the use or absence of an Applicability Key.

(a.) Identify a major requirement by the Applicability Key to an AIN when it
addresses a characteristic normally associated with such items. New Concept FIIGs do not
contain Applicability Keys.

(b.) The absence of a key in the applicability column indicates a subordinate
requirement representing an “as required” condition for the characteristic. The preceding
major requirement is the governing requirement for the as required condition. New Con-
cept FIIGs do not contain subordinate requirements.

(c.) Dashes in the applicability column indicate a lead-in requirement, requiring no
reply. Requirement instructions provide guidance as to what action is necessary to satisfy
the lead-in requirement. A lead-in requirement is one such as MOUNTING DIMENSIONS.
Appendix B of the FIIG contains the applicable requirements.

(d.) Applicability Keys appear above each major requirement. “ALL” (without an
asterisk) indicates that you must answer the requirement for all items covered by the
FIIG. A specific letter(s) indicates that you must satisfy the requirement only for the spe-
cific item name(s) assigned to that Applicability Key. An asterisk following the applicability
key indicates the requirement may not be applicable to all items covered by the Applicabil-
ity Key and means “as required”.

(b) Format. Organize Section I within a standard columnar format as explained
below. Refer to the FIIG example provided in appendix 3-3-A. Refer to appendix 3-3-B for
New Concept FIIG examples.

(1.) Head each page by four capitalized column titles separated from the text by a
dividing line. New Concept FIIGs contain three capitalized column titles.

(2.) Title the first page of Section I “SECTION I, ITEM CHARACTERISTICS
DATA REQUIREMENTS.” Title New Concept FIIGs “SECTION I”.
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(3.) The first column, titled: “APPL KEY,” will contain the Applicability Key indica-
tor(s) for each requirement. New Concept FIIGs do not contain this column.

(4.) The second column titled “MRC” will list the four-position Master Requirement
Code that corresponds to each requirement. This is the first column in New Concept FIIGs.

(5.) The third column titled “Mode Code” will identify the one-position, alphabetic
Mode Code assigned to each MRC. This is the second column in New Concept FIIGs.

(6.) The fourth column titled “Requirements” will contain the requirement titles,
definitions, reply instructions, reply tables, notes, and special instructions. The first MRC
requirement in Section I is always the MRC NAME, ITEM NAME, followed in sequence
(insofar as possible) by requirements common to all item names covered by the FIIG,
requirements specific to particular item names, other requirements necessary for
identification, the standard data requirements and, then, after MRC ELCD (Extra Long
Characteristics Description), those requirements needed to support logistics functions other
than NSN assignment. This is the third column in new concept FIIGs.

(8) Section II - Data Range Criteria. Section II will be deleted from all FIIGs. This will
occur at reprint time of each individual FIIG.

(9) Do not include Section I (Supplementary Technical and Supply Management Data)
in new FIIGs. Include all requirements needed to support logistics functions other than
NSN Assignment in Section I of the FIIG following MRC ELCD. DLIS will identify these
MRCs on Segment M output with the Roman numeral I. Fully coordinated (tan covered)
and New Concept FIIGs do not contain Section I. Include these MRCs in Section I before
MRC FEAT.

(10) Appendix A - Reply Tables.

(a) Content. This appendix consists of reply tables and tables of Identified Secondary
Address Codes (ISACs) organized for reference by Section I requirements. Include tables
based upon the following criteria:

(1.) Tables of ten or more replies or ISACs. Tables of 25 or more replies for New
Concept FIIGs.

(2.) Tables of more than five replies or ISACs, when referenced by more than one
requirement.

(b) Format.

(1.) Title the first page “INDEX TO APPENDIX A” and list all the tables in
sequence. Number each table and label as Table 1, Table 2, etc. The first column of the
index lists the table number, followed by a dash and the capitalized title. The second col-
umn titled “Page No” gives page numbers that apply to each table.

(2.) Arrange the body of Appendix A in table sequence, each identified by a capital-
ized title and a table number. Head ISAC tables with a list of all applicable MRCs. Reply
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tables shall note in parentheses, after the table number, the four-position code assigned to
each reply table in the MRD. Tables generally consist of two columns:

(a.) The first column titled “REPLY CODE” lists the reply codes or ISACs. Capital-
ize alpha-codes/alphanumeric codes.

(b.) The second column, titled “REPLY” lists the replies (capitalized) in alphabetic
or other logical sequence.

(11) Appendix B - Reference Drawing Groups. This appendix displays drawings of item
configurations with dimensional requirements necessary to describe basic item features.

(a) Content. Appendix B contains drawings, dimensional requirements, and instruc-
tions as required.

(1.) Drawings which appear in Appendix B will be isometric, if at all possible. This
will be at the discretion of the initiating activity.

(2.) DLIS will accept sketches, drawings, illustrations, or photographs and prepare
in final form.

(3.) Avoid use of legend letters on drawings. Use legend letters only in the refer-
ence drawings of those FIIGs where it is impossible or impractical to reflect the specific
MRCs for the dimensional/physical characteristics requirements. Submit a full justification
for their use. DLIS will attempt to change these at reprint time.

(4.) Locate reference drawings in Section I of the FIIG if they appear on four or
less pages and are only referenced by one MRC. Related dimensional requirements will fol-
low the drawings. However, if any one drawing group does not meet this criteria and has to
appear in Appendix B, then locate all drawings for the FIIG in appendix B.

(5.) The FIIG initiator will assign a pseudo style number to new styles added to a
FIIG. Pseudo numbers will begin with A and ascend alphabetically. They should be consis-
tent with the character length of the rest of the assigned style numbers (e.g., Styles A, B, C
or AA, AB, AC, etc.). DLIS will assign the authorized style number upon receipt of the
drawing. Provide unique style titles for the new styles when assigned a Mode Code L. The
style titles will not utilize the AIN or any portion thereof in their construction.

(b) Format.

(1.) Title the first page “INDEX TO APPENDIX B” and arranged in columns. The
first column titled “Reference Drawing” lists the Reference Drawing Groups/Sections iden-
tified by letter designations and titles. The second column titled “Page No” lists page num-
bers that apply to each group.

(2.) Precede each Reference Drawing Group that includes MRCs by a page(s) titled
“INDEX OF MASTER REQUIREMENT CODES” beneath which provide the group title
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(such as PERIPHERAL SHAPES). This index includes notes, reply instructions, reply
tables and all the requirements applicable to that Reference Drawing Group. Organize the
requirements in columns as follows:

(a.) Title the first column “MRC”.

(b.) The second column, titled “Mode Code” lists the applicable Mode Code for each
MRC. DLIS will group MRCs by Mode Code.

(c.) The third column titled “Name of Dimension” gives the requirement title.

(3.) Label pages of drawings with the applicable group/section designation and title
and enclosed by a printed border margin. Give each drawing an identifying style number.

(12) Appendix C - Technical Data Tables.

(a) Content. Reserve this appendix for reference data, conversion charts and other
useful information or table not expressed elsewhere in the FIIG.

(b) Format.

(1.) Title the first page “INDEX TO APPENDIX C”, and list all the tables in
sequence. Number each table and labeled as: Table 1, Table 2, etc. The first column of the
index lists the table number, followed by a dash and the capitalized title. The second
column, titled “Page No.”, gives page numbers that apply to each table.

(2.) Arrange the data in columns, tables, or other suitable format that will be
readily understandable to the user. Label each table with a title and table number.

(3.) See appendix 3-3-B for Appendix C standard tables. New Concept FIIGs may
contain Appendix C.

3.3.5 FIIG Actions

The term FIIG Action” includes both new FIIG development and changes to existing FIIGs.
DLIS will review each FIIG action for impact to the technical content of the FLIS data
base. Services/Agencies must submit a FIIG Cross Reference listing as part of the docu-
mentation for any FIIG change. See paragraph 3.2.5.a(7) - Tools for FIIG Characteristic
Mass Change, appendix 3-2-E thru I for examples of DD Form 180s and appendix 3-3-E for
example of FIIG Cross Reference.

a. Characteristic Mass Change will review each submitted FIIG Action and the accompa-
nying FIIG Cross Reference list.

b. Criteria for Characteristic Mass Change are:

(1) Transfers of INCs from one FIIG to another FIIG. (e.g., INC 06657, FIIG - A003B0
transferred to A500D0.)

(2) Change INC(s):
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(a) Canceled/Replaced INC(s): (e.g., TIRE, PNEUMATIC - 11002 canceled/replaced by
TIRES, PNEUMATIC, AIRCRAFT - 51021 and TIRE, PNEUMATIC, VEHICULAR -
51020).

(b) All Except USA INC(s): (e.g., HORN, ELECTRICAL - 00139 (All Except USA)
canceled/replaced by HORN, SIGNAL - 42662).

(c) Canceled INC(s) with no replacement are not Mass Change candidates, See Data
Base Discipline, paragraph 3.3.5.c.

(3) Replace one MRC with another. (e.g., Replace MATL with MATT) (e.g., or Replace
AAFU - Tire Size with CYFM - Tire Size and Designation.)

(4) Change/Add Secondary Address Coding.

(a) Secondary Address Coding (SAC) to AND/OR coding. (e.g., Replace -
ADVN1AJAB0.135,ADVN1BJAC0.143) with - ADVNJAB0.135$$JAC0.143) (e.g., Replace -
AASF1AJBSA35.0,AASF1BJCSA55.0 with - CQFMJSAB35.0$$JSAC55.0)

(b) Identified Secondary Address Coding (ISAC) (e.g., Replace - ANNQ Material and
Location ANNQHST0000ABQ with - MATT Material and ISAC MATT2ABDSTA000.)

(5) Change Mode Code.

(a) “E” Mode Code - clear text. (e.g., Replace - MATTEBRASS, QQ-B-626, COMP 22,
1/2 HARD with MATTDCK0131 and MDCLJBAQQ-B-626, COMP 22, 1/2 HARD.)

(b) “K” Mode Code - delete all references. (e.g., ABHPKA or KN.) The “K” Mode Code
is invalid for new FIIG development.

(6) Replace Reply Code. (e.g., Replace - CBLDAAA = Shaft with - CBBLDCVJ = Shaft.)

(7) Change Style Number to a Reply Code. (e.g., Replace - AGMD - Ref Dwg Grp E,
Flange Style - E1 with - AWLS - Connection Type - AAR or AAS.)

(8) Nontransferable Characteristic Data. DLIS uses MRC, HYST (internal DLIS use
only) to capture nontransferable characteristic data for NSN research. This MRC also
allows Defense Reutilization and Marketing Service (DRMS) to use item descriptions for
sales catalogs. The Characteristic Mass Change application has exclusive use of this MRC.
It will not appear in any FIIG. This MRC will appear in the NSN descriptions in LOLA or
FEDLOG. (e.g., Replace - ADAVJAA0.219 with - HYSTOVERALL DIAMETER:0.219
INCHES NOMINAL.)

c. Data Base Discipline. Items that require manual correction will be identified and
mailed to the Services/Agencies.
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APPENDIX 3-3-A

SAMPLE OF FIIG INFORMATION
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APPENDIX 3-3-B

SAMPLE OF NEW CONCEPT FIIG
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APPENDIX 3-3-C

NEW CONCEPT FIIGS

A. General Format Instructions for New Concept FIIGs

1. Data will be prepared in electronic format, readable by MS WORD Word Processing
software, whenever possible. It may be transmitted to DLIS via floppy diskette or email
attachment.

2. Reference Drawings will be submitted in hard copy when required, and in final print-
able form, if possible.

3. A capitalized title will appear, centered, at the top of each page, identifying the FIIG,
INC (if applicable), Section and, when applicable, column headings.

4. Page breaks will be inserted by DLIS.

5. Page numbers will be machine generated at DLIS.

B. Cover Page

1. The FIIG cover will display the following information:

An identifying FIIG number and published or implementation date appearing in the
upper-right corner. (This FIIG number is assigned at DLIS. It is a nonsignificant alpha-
numeric code beginning with A500A, A500B, etc.)

2. The document will be titled “FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFICATION GUIDE” and cen-
tered beneath will appear the Item Name Code (if applicable) and the Item Name (if appli-
cable). If more than one name appears in the FIIG, the Service/Agency submitting the
FIIG will also submit a name for the FIIG.

3. The name, address, and phone number of the Service/Agency responsible for the tech-
nical content of the publication.

4. Other information may be displayed as needed to further identify the document, note
inclusion of changes or give instructions as to implementation.

C. Section I

New concept FIIG requirements will be constructed in the same format as other FIIG
requirements except:

a. There will be no Applicability Keys.

b. All references to the requirements will be MRC (PAC is being eliminated).
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c. Reply tables consisting of 25 or less replies and applicable to only one MRC will be
located with the requirement in Section I. Tables applicable to more than one MRC or
larger than 25 replies will be recorded in Appendix A of the New Concept FIIG.

d. Established MRCs will be used to the fullest extent possible. In those cases which
require changes, such as revision to definitions, etc., a new MRC will be assigned. If it is
determined by DLIS that the proposed requirement duplicates an established MRC, DLIS
will contact the submitter to resolve the differences.

e. Legend letters and requirement numbers are prohibited.

f. Notes included with a requirement will not refer to note(s) for other requirements.
Only the word “NOTE” will precede the narrative. All notes will stand alone for each MRC.
Exceptions to this, such as tables in an Appendix, must be justified.

g. The following standard/administrative MRCs will be added to all New Concept
FIIGs by DLIS: CRTL, PRPY, ELRN, and CLQL.

h. The following standard/supplementary MRCs will be added to all New Concept
FIIGs unless specific instructions are provided by the Service/Agency initiating the New
Concept FIIG to do otherwise: FEAT, ZZZK, ZZZT, ZZZY, and AGAV. (See sample FIIG in
Appendix 3.3.B)

NOTE: THE MRCs LISTED ABOVE ARE NOT ALL INCLUSIVE OR STANDARD AND
SUPPLEMENTARY MRCs, JUST THOSE THAT HAVE SPECIAL HANDLING IN NEW
CONCEPT FIIGS.

i. The physical/performance MRCs will precede the standard MRCs and supplementary
MRCs ,such as CLQL and AGAV, will follow.

j. Use of Secondary Address Coding is prohibited. Use of ISAC will be minimized to
only that essential. This technique is for extending the MRC so that a unique address is
provided for each application of the requirement in relation to the item and is authorized
only as instructed within the requirement. Responses coded through this technique will
always consist of the following (1) MRC, (2) Indicator Code (a single numeric character
determined by the number of positions to follow (1,2,3), (3) Identified Secondary Address
Code (1-3 digit alphabetic codes determined by the number of predicted replies), (4) the
Mode Code, (5) The Reply Code and/or clear text response, and (6) end with a record sepa-
rator (*). Steps (1) through (6) are repeated for each application of the requirement.

D. Appendix A

This Appendix will only contain tables with more than 25 replies or tables referenced to
multiple MRCs.

a. All tables in Appendix A or Section I will be in alpha reply sequence with the excep-
tion of dimensional tables or if there is an underlying need to put them in some other logi-
cal sequence.
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b. For MRC ZZZT, the standard reply table will be used and will be printed in each
FIIG in which the MRC appears.

E. Appendix B

Reference drawings will be tailored as required for each FIIG. Reference drawings should
be minimized by utilizing word description requirements, but only if easily understood.

F. Appendix C

1. When applicable, Standard Tables will be contained in Section C of the New Concept
FIIG. See Section C Index of the New Concept FIIG sample in Appendix 3-3-B for a com-
plete list of the Standard Tables contained within.

2. When developing a New Concept FIIG, references to Standard Tables formerly found
in Appendix C of the FIIG, now shown in Section C of this publication, use the name of the
table.

G. FIIG Example

1. See Appendix 3-3-B for example of FIIG annotated with specific format guidelines:

NOTE: This example of a FIIG is not an actual FIIG. Some of the drawings and other
parts may be missing.

2. To obtain this format on floppy disk contact DLIS-SCB, (DSN) 932-4325 or (FTS) 552-
4325.
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APPENDIX 3-3-D

COORDINATION ADDRESSES NEW CONCEPT FIIGS

General Services Administration
Federal Supply Service
Logistics Data Management Division
ATTN: FCRL - A
Washington, D.C. 20406

Commander
Defense Logistics Information Service
Characteristics Data Management Divi-

sion
ATTN: DLIS-SC
Federal Center
74 N. Washington
Battle Creek, MI 49017-30840

Commander
Defense Logistics Information Service
International Codification Division
ATTN: DLIS-SD
Federal Center
74 N. Washington
Battle Creek, MI 49017-3084

Commander
Defense Logistics Information Service
Directorate of Cataloging
ATTN: DLIS-K
Federal Center
74 N. Washington
Battle Creek, MI 49017-3084
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APPENDIX 3-3-E

SAMPLE OF FIIG CROSS REFERENCE INFORMATION

CROSS REFERENCE MRCs for

FIIG-T999-Z INC 59999 TO A555Z0 INC 59999

MRCs that do not require any changes:

ABHP
AGAV
FEAT
PMLC
ZZZT
ZZZY

MRC(s) that can be deleted:

ZZZV

MRCs and reply codes requiring changes:

Old MRCs AARA AARB Change to New MRC TTQY

Qty Reply Code Reply Reply Code Qty
1 AJ Ferrule AAH 1
1 AM PIN AAM 1
3 AN SCREW ABJ 3

BASE

Old MRC MATL Change to New MRC MATT

Reply Code Reply Reply Code
A ANY ACCEPTABLE Delete Reply Code
ALC000 Aluminum ALA0000
GS0000 Glass GSA000
PC0000 Plastic PCA000
ST0000 Steel STA000
Cadmium Selenide “E” mode CDB000
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MRCs that cannot be crossed to another MRC:

ALGC FEAT

Reply Reply
0.391 IN. DIA HOLE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION: 0.391 IN. DIA HOLE

ALBY HYST USE SAC 1A

Reply Code* Reply Code
AAT Indoor 1AUSAGE DESIGN: indoor
AAV Outdoor 1AUSAGE DESIGN: outdoor
AAT$$AAV 1AUSAGE DESIGN: indoor and outdoor

ASCM HYST use SAC 1B

Reply Code* Reply Code
A2400.0 1BGSPECTRAL RESPONSE IN ANGSTRUM UNITS AT

50% POWER MAXIMUM LEVEL:2400.0 NOMINAL
*MRC and reply codes must be decoded and written as clear text.

INDEX TO APPENDIX B

Rectangular Shapes
Group A - Replaced
Group B - Replaced with RDG A
Group C - Deleted

CROSS REFERENCE TO RDG A MRCs

AAZK - No Change
ABPM - No Change

RDG A - Changes within RDG A

Change Reply Code

1A to 1A
3A to 2A
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4A to 3A
6A to 4A
8A to 5A

RDG B - Changes to RDG A

Change Reply Code

8B to 21A
16B to 22A
17B to 23A
23B to 24A

RDG C - Deleted

Tubular Shapes

Group J - Replace with RDG B

Group K - Deleted

RDG J - Change to RDG B

Change Reply Code

1J to 1B
6J to 3B
7J to 2B
8J to 4B
10J to 5B

RDG K - Deleted

Schematic Diagrams

Group R - Replace with RDG C

RDG R - Change to RDG C
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Change Reply Code

1R to 1C
2R to 2C
3R to 3C
5R to 4C
6R to 5C
7R to 6C

Overall Dimensions

Group T - Replace with RDG D

CROSS REFERENCE TO RDG T MRCs

ABHP - No Change, move to RDG D
ABMK - No Change, move to RDG D

RDG T - Change to RDG D

1T to 1D
2T to 2D
3T to 3D
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CHAPTER 4

MILITARY STANDARD ITEM CHARACTERISTICS
CODING STRUCTURE (MILSTICCS)

3.4.1 Introduction

a. References.

(1) ASDI&L Memorandum, 11 Oct 63, to the Assistant Secretaries of the Army (I&L),
Navy (I&L),n Air Force (Materiel) and the Director, DLA, subject: Standard DoD Item
Characteristics Coding System.

(2) ASD (I&L) Memorandum, 7 May 65, to the Director, DLA, subject: Standard DoD
Item Characteristics Coding Structure.

(3) ASD (Comptroller) Memorandum, 22 Jun 65, subject: Assignment of Data Elements
and Data Codes Standardization Responsibility - Military Standard Item Characteristics
Coding Structure (MILSTICCS).

b. Background.

In recognition of the need for item characteristic information in support of several logistic
functions (e.g., cataloging, provisioning screening, item entry control and the determination
of interchangeability and substitution relationships) and the need to improve ( through
automation) the capabilities for processing such information, the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (I&L), by memorandum dated 11 October 1963, directed that the Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA), in coordination with the Military Departments, develop and implement a
uniform coding structure for the Department of Defense. Pursuant to this memorandum, a
joint Military Service/Defense Logistics Agency/General Services Administration (GSA)
Task Group was established for the purpose of developing a standard DoD item character-
istics coding structure to facilitate the automation of logistic data systems and procedures
including, but not limited to, the functions indicated above. By memorandum dated 7 May
1965, the ASD (I&L) approved the concepts of a coding structure developed by the Task
Group and directed the development of plans and procedures to implement it at the earli-
est possible date.

c. Purpose and Scope.

(1) The primary purpose of MILSTICCS is to facilitate the automated communication,
processing and storage of item characteristic information in support of logistic functions
through the exercise of certain disciplines in the preparation and presentation of the infor-
mation to be automated. It also serves as a basis for the identification of potential data ele-
ments and related features for subsequent standardization.

(2) MILSTICCS is the single standard DoD coding structure for item characteristic
information in support of logistic functions.
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(3) MILSTICCS is applicable to all activities involved in the development and mainte-
nance of Federal Item Identiification Guides (FIIGs) under the Federal Catalog System
and to all other activities preparing requirements for coded item characteristic data.

(4) This Chapter constitutes the principles and defines the terms inherent in the
MILSTICCS. It establishes the procedures involved in the definition and initial standard-
ization of item characteristic requirements for logistic purposes and the assignment of
codes to item characteristic requirements and item characteristic values. Procedures for the
application of assigned codes in the execution of the various functional processes are
excluded from this Chapter and are to be included in the systems documentation applicable
to the various functions.

(5) Item characteristic data which are security classified are excluded from the provi-
sions of this Chapter.

d. Explanation of Terms.

(1) Item Characteristics

(a) The physical makeup of the item.

(b) The kind of performance or service expected of the item by virtue of its physical
makeup.

(c) The conditions to which the item must conform by virtue of its expected perfor-
mance or service.

(e) Its application to other items.

(2) Federal Item Identification Guide (FIIG). A guide to the definition, sequence and
kinds of data required to describe items of supply/production in terms of item characteristic
information. A separate guide is developed for each item name or group of item names cov-
ering items of supply/production susceptible of description in terms of the same generic
characteristics.

(3) Requirement. Any combination of words, abbreviations, numeral or symbols which
call for a statement of an item characteristic. A requirement may be in the form of a direct
question or in the form of a statement which implies a question and, therefore, directs that
the question be answered. As used in MILSTICCS, the requirement must indicate in a pre-
cise manner the conditions and restrictions under which the characteristic is to be stated.
Ususally such conditions and restrictions will specify the definition of the characteristic
required and the scale and tolerance within which it is to be stated.

(4) Reply. The statement of an item characteristic, i.e., the answer to the specific or
implied question raised by the requirement. A complete clear text reply consists of a spe-
cific characteristic value together with sufficient words, abbreviations or symbols to relate
the value to the characteristic called for in the requirement. For example, in the reply “6
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inches long overall,” the numeral “6” represents the value of the characteristic while the
phrase “inches long overall” identifies the characteristic called for by the requirement. (
See paragraph 3.4.2.d)

(5) Master Requirement Code (MRC). A four-position nonsignificant code assigned to
each different approved requirement. The MRC serves to identify the item characteristic
defined by the requirement. ( See paragraph 3.4.2.c(2)(a))

(6) Reply Code. A code that represents an established reply to a requirement. Reply
codes may be alphabetic or alphanumeric. ( See paragraphs 3.4.1.d(4) and 3.4.2.d)

(7) Mode Code. A one-position alphabetic code assigned to each requirement that speci-
fies the characteristic value of the requirement. ( See paragraph 3.4.2.c(2)(b) and appendix
3-4-A)

(8) Master Requirements Directory (MRD). A file containing all approved requirements
and the applicable approved replies in those cases where the replies are coded. ( See para-
graph 3.4.2.c) Each approved requirement is cross-referenced to its assigned Master
Requirement Code, Mode Code and the applicable reply tables. ( See appendix 3-4-A).

(9) Secondary Address Coding. A technique for extending master requirement codes to
provide a distinctive address code for each characteristic value in those instances where
the same characteristic is applicable to different features (e.g., components, parts, sections)
of the same item. This technique also provides a means of identifying and sequencing char-
acteristic values applicable to the various features of an item such that they may be
related, one with the other, as necessary for adequate and proper identification of the item.
( See paragraph 3.4.2.e and appendix 3-4-C)

(10) Secondary Address Code. A variable length alphabetic code used to extend the
Master Requirement Code. The Secondary Address Code may be up to nine positions long.

(11) Secondary Address Indicator Code. A one-digit numeric code which indicates the
number of characters in the Secondary Address Code.

(12) Record Separator. A symbol (#) used to designate the end of data pertaining to a
single characteristic when data applicable to multiple characteristics are included in the
same data record.

3.4.2 MILSTICCS Principles

a. Delination of Characteristics. The need for item characteristic coding arises when,
within a particular project or program, there exists a requirement for developing item char-
acteristic information in a manner suitable for automated communication and processing.
The item characteristics to be coded under MILSTICCS are those required in support of
authorized programs or projects and which are specified as “requirements” ( see paragraph
3.4.1.d(3)) in the “Federal Item Identification Guide (FIIGS)” ( see paragraph 3.4.1.d(2))
applicable to the program or project.

b. Control and Assignment of Codes. In order to ensure uniformity and the degree of
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standardization required for automation purposes, the Defense Logistics Information Ser-
vice (DLIS) is assigned responsibility for the assignment of all MILSTICCS codes, regard-
less of functional programs in which used, and for the publication and distribution of codes.
Assignment responsibility includes final review and format approval of requirements con-
tained in the FIIGs as related to the manner in which requirements are stated. ( See para-
graph 3.4.2.c(1)(b).)

c. Requirements Development and Coding.

(1) Requirements Development.

(a) A prerequisite to the automation of any data handling system is the standardiza-
tion of input data. In order to achieve this required standardization, it is essential that
each “requirement” be defined in precise terms so as to avoid any misinterpretation of the
type of characteristic value (reply) to be given or the specific format in which it is to be
presented. Characteristic definitions will include, where applicable, the scale and tolerance
within which the characteristic is to be stated.

(b) Each requirement will be restricted to a single element of information except in
certain instances where it is necessary to combine two or more elements in order to obtain
a significant and meaningful response. For example, size and weight, color and material, or
voltage rating and wattage rating will constitute two separate requirements in each case.
Conversely, measurement values and unit of measure may be combined into a single
requirement (e.g; length value and the measurement unit such as inches, feet, meters; elec-
trical resistance value and the measurement unit such as ohms, megohms). Such combina-
tions are referred to as data chains. ( see paragraph 3.4.2.g(2))

(c) Each requirement (including the individual portions of data chain requirements)
developed in accordance with these procedures is subject to further standardization as a
data element or date use identifier. While it is not necessary that an item characteristic
requirement as used in a functional application and/or as published in a FIIG conform to
the exact format and wording of the applicable resultant data element or data use
identifier, it is essential that there be no difference in context (definition). Accordingly, in
order to minimize the impact of subsequent revisions, due consideration will be given to
the principles of data element and data code standardization in the development of item
characteristic requirements.

(2) Requirements Coding

(a) Each different approved requirement will be assigned a four-position Master
Requirement Code (MRC) which serves to identify the characteristic defined by the
requirement and which may also be used for addressing purposes where required by auto-
mated data systems. The MRC is the standard code for use in the interchange of character-
istic value data in encoded form. MRCs are assigned on an across-the-board basis (e.g.,
each unique requirement will be assigned a single code regardless of the number of item
commodities or functional areas in which used).

(b) Each approved requirement which is assigned a MRC will also be assigned a one-
position alphabetic Mode Code which serves to specify the format in which the characteris-
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tic value (reply) data will be prepared for input to automated communications and
processing systems. The approved and authorized Mode Codes are listed in appendix 3-4-A.

d. Reply Coding.

(1) Characteristic values ( see paragraph 3.4.1.d(4)) will be coded only in those cases
where the values applicable to the requirement are qualitative in nature (as opposed to
quantitative) and where they can be established as a predetermined set of values. The
exception to this is where Federal, DoD or USA Standard codes already exist or are subse-
quently established for quantitative values. Specifically, the following types of replies will
not be coded:

(a) Where the reply value consists of numeric data only (except as noted above).

(b) Designator numbers (e.g., manufacturer’s reference numbers, specification
numbers, Government type numbers).

(c) Where the reply value is given in terms of a commonly accepted and recognized
commercial or Government code or designator which does not require decoding for printout
purposes.

(d) Qualitative replies that cannot be predetermined and must be stated in narrative
form. (e.g., replies to the “Special Features” requirement in FIIGs).

(2) Where characteristic values qualify for code assignment ( see paragraph 3.4.2.d(1)),
a table of values (replies) applicable to a given requirement (or to a group of related
requirements) will be established, and each value in the table will be assigned a code
which is unique within that table. The code may be alphabetic or alphanumeric, but within
any given table, the codes will be consistent in length (number of positions) and will con-
sist of the minimum number of characters necessary to accommodate all known and/or
anticipated replies to be included in the table. The letters “I” and “O” and all special char-
acters (except the dash) will not be used in the assignment of reply codes. Exceptions to
this principle is the case where federal, DoD or USA Standard codes already exist for appli-
cable replies. In this case, the existing codes will be used in lieu of the assignment of addi-
tional codes.

e. Secondary Address Coding.

(1) Purpose. Secondary Address Coding provides a means of uniformly extending the
Master requirement Code assigned to a specific requirement such that a unique code is
provided for each application of the requirement in relation to a given item. The necessity
for such modification arises when a characteristic as represented by a specific requirement
is inherent in more than one feature (e.g., component, part, section) of an item and the
characteristic values must be specified and identified for each different feature. Appendix
3-4-C illustrates a typical application of Secondary Address Coding. See paragraph
3.4.2.g(3) which prescribes the manner for presenting multiple values for the same item or
feature of an item.

(2) Secondary Address Indicator Code. The Secondary Address Indicator Code serves to
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indicate when Secondary Address Coding is used and the number of positions in the Sec-
ondary Address Code. The Secondary Address Indicator Code will always be a numeral
from 1 to 9.

(3) Secondary Address Code. Where required, Secondary Address Codes will be alpha-
betic and variable in length (from one-to nine-positions).

f. Identified Secondary Address Coding (I/SAC).

(1) I/SAC is a technique which provides a means to properly identify specific locations,
sequences and the like, and relate them to the applicable characteristics for a designated
MRC.

(2) Whenever a MRC instructs the use of I/SAC, it must be input at all times even if
that reply is relative to only a single location, sequence or the like.

g. File and Record Formats.

(1) MILSTICCS does not prescribe any particular for the construction of characteristic
data records or files but rather is intended to serve a variety of data systems design
requirements. It provides for the preparation of input to data systems in the form of vari-
able length records. However, the use of variable length records is not mandatory.
Likewise, files may be constructed on a characteristic basis where each characteristic is
treated as a separate record or on an item basis where all of the characteristics applicable
to an item are treated as a single record.

(2) A data chain represents encoded characteristic data in a description of an item. It
consists of the MRC, Mode Code and the reply field in coded and/or clear text as desig-
nated by the Mode Code. It may include the Identified Secondary Address Coding (ISAC)
when more that one location is specified and may include the AND/OR Coding symbols.

(3) The following illustrates the format of a record that depicts a single characteristic
and uses all of the features of MILSTICCS.

FIELD A Master Requirement Code. See paragraph 3.4.2.c(2)(a).

FIELD B Secondary Address Indicator Code. See paragraphs 3.4.2.e(1) and 3.4.2.e(2) .
(This field will be omitted when Secondary Address Codes are not required.)

FIELD C Secondary Address Code. See paragraphs 3.4.2.e(1) and 3.4.2.e(3). (This field will
be omitted when Secondary Address Codes are not required.)
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FIELD D Mode Code. See paragraph 3.4.2.c(1)(b) and appendix 3-4-A.

FIELD E Reply Code or Reply. See paragraph 3.4.2.d.

FIELD F Separator Symbol. The element separator code serves to denote the ending of
data applicable to a single characteristic where data for more than one characteristic is
included in a transaction record. The cross-hatch symbol (#) is used as this separator.

(4) In certain instances, more than one reply value is appropriate to a requirement as
it relates to a give item or to a single specific feature (e.g., component, part, section) of an
item. (See paragraph 2.5.) For example, in the case of a requirement calling for the mate-
rial of which an item is made, the appropriate reply might be wood AND steel. In another
case, the concept of the item is such that the appropriate reply is wood OR steel. In those
cases where multiple values (“AND” condition) or alternate values (“OR” condition) are
appropriate, the characteristic record should be constructed as follows:

(a) Master Requirement Code (Field A) followed by the Secondary Address Indicator
Code and Secondary Address Code(s) (Fields B and C) if applicable, Mode Code (Field D)
and the first reply value code (Field E).

(b) For each succeeding reply value, the appropriate “AND” and/or “OR” symbol ( see
paragraph 3.4.2.g(4)) followed by the applicable Mode Code (Field D) and the value or
value code (Field E).

(c) Separator symbol (Field F).

(5) Except for the first reply value, each individual value in a multivalue characteristic
record must be preceded by the appropriate ″AND″ and/or ″OR″ symbol and the applicable
Mode Code. The symbol for the ″OR″ condition is a single dollar ($) and the symbol for the
″AND″ condition is a double dollar ($$).

(a) The AND Coding technique is authorized whenever “multiple replies” are
expected as normal replies to a requirement. “Multiple replies” are two (2) or more physical
and/or performance characteristics that must be present in the item of supply simulta-
neously (i.e., all characterisitics represented by the replies are present at the same time).

(b) The OR coding technique is authorized whenever “optional replies” are expected
as a normal response to a requirement. “Optional replies” are those item characteristics
that are elective (i.e., may be selected singularly but are not required simultaneously). OR
coding may be of three types: 1) The item may have one of two (2) or more characteristics
present (e.g., handle material of wood or steel); 2) The item may have the capability of
operating under different conditions (e.g., current type of alternating or direct); and 3) The
characteristics replies may be applied singularly or simultaneously (e.g., obtaining docu-
ments from multiple manufacturers at the same time).

(c) The AND/OR Coding technique is authorized whenever “multiple replies”,
“optional replies” or a combination of both are expected in response to a requirement (i.e.,
desk material of plastic and wood OR steel and wood).
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FIELD A Master Requirement Code

FIELD D Mode Code

FIELD E Reply Code or Reply

FIELD F Separator Symbol

h. Master Requirements Directory

(1) The Commander, Defense Logistics Information Service (DLIS) will maintain the
Master Requirements Directory. ( See paragraph 3.4.1.d(8))

(2) The publication will be entitled MASTER REQUIREMENTS DIRECTORY and will
be assigned an official publication number by each of the Military Services and the Defense
Logistics Agency as follows:

Army - AAA NNNN
Navy - AAA NNNN
Air Force - AAA NNNN
Marine Corps - AAA NNNN
Defense Logistics Agency - DLAH 4140.3
GSA - AAA NNNN

(3) The Master Requirements Directory (MRD) is available on cartridge or magnetic
tape. Distribution may be requested by calling DLIS’s Customer Service Office or email to
dlis-cso@dlis.dla.mil. The MRD can also be queried on-line via Logistics On-Line Access by
selecting the Characteristic Data Management application which contains the MRD.

3.4.3 Operating Procedures

a. General Principles.

(1) Item characteristic data requirements to be coded in accordance with the provisions
of this Chapter will be developed and submitted to Defense Megacenter Columbus. For ini-
tial coding purposes, all characteristics applicable to a given commodity area or function
will be submitted concurrently. Individual characteristic requirements may be submitted
where revision of a FIIG is required.

(2) Except as otherwise specified in this Chapter, the development, coordination and
submission of characteristics will be in accordance with the policy, procedures and sched-
ules applicable to the program, project or function for which the characteristics are
required.
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(3) The exact statement (wording) and format of a requirement as published in a FIIG
will conform to the requirements of the applicable program, project or function for which it
is developed. The MRD will contain a complete and precise requirement name and defini-
tion.

b. Requirements Development Action by the Initiating Activity. In developing item char-
acteristic requirements, each initiating activity will:

(1) Develop proposed requirements in accordance with applicable program/project pro-
cedures and the principles contained herein and establish the appropriate Mode Code for
each requirement; and in addition, develop a table of authorized replies or other reply
restrictions as may be required.

(2) Screen proposed requirements against the MRD. When a proposed requirement
matches exactly the title and definition of an existing requirement in the MRD, apply the
MRC of the existing requirement to the proposed requirement; and, if applicable, screen
proposed table of replies for the matching proposed requirement against the MRD and
annotate any proposed replies that have not previously been authorized.

(3) Arrange matching and nonmatching requirements together with proposed reply
tables into the format and sequence prescribed by the applicable program or project for
which the requirements are being developed and forward to DLIS. Minimum essential
information to be forwarded will include a complete statement of each requirement (includ-
ing name, definition and instructions for the preparation of replies), the applicable Mode
Code, the existing MRC (if any) and, where applicable, a complete table of replies autho-
rized for use in the specific application for which the requirement is intended. The cover
letter forwarding FIIG data to DLIS will identify the FIIG number and the program/project
under which developed and will indicate whether for initial review or final review. Where
coordination of proposed FIIGs is required by applicable procedures, data will be submitted
to DLIS for initial review prior to or concurrently with the coordination process. Where
coordination has been completed, or not required, data will be submitted for final review.

c. Requirements Review by DLIS. Upon receipt of proposals from initiating activities, the
Commander, DLIS, will:

(1) Review proposed item characteristic requirements for compliance with applicable
program/project procedures and the principles contained herein. (As required, make neces-
sary typographical and/or other changes not affecting reuirement statements.) Return to
the submitting activity any FIIG that does not conform to the above mentioned procedures/
principles, togther with an explanation of deficiencies and recommended modifications.
Such recommendations may include, but are not restricted to, restatement, resequencing,
consolidation or separation of requirements. If the submitter and DLIS cannot effect
resolution, the Commander, DLIS, will refer the conflict to HQ DLA, ATTN: DLAH-MMLX
and advise the submitting activity of the action taken.

(2) Verify that each proposed requirement representing a previously approved require-
ment agrees in context with the requirement as stated in the MRD. In addition, determine
the acceptability of proposed replies applicable to previously approved requirements and
update the appropriate reply table in the MRD.
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(3) Screen each proposed new requirement against the MRD in order to ensure unifor-
mity and to avoid duplication. Where the proposed requirement matches exactly to an
existing requirement in the MRD, apply the MRC of the existing requirement to the pro-
posed requirement. Where a requirement does not match exactly but is considered to be
equal in technical content, the Commander, DLIS, will take action in accordance with para-
graph 3.4.3.c(1). Where applicable, review proposed replies and, if these proposed replies
are acceptable, update the appropriate reply table in the MRD. Where the proposed
requirement does not match to an existing requirement, update the MRD to include the
proposed requirement and any proposed replies not previously included.

(4) Return to the submitting activity a copy of the tentatively approved requirements.
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APPENDIX 3-4-A

MODE CODES

Each approved requirement will be assigned a one-position alphabetic Mode Code. This
Code serves to indicate the type and format of reply to be given and thereby signifies the
processing required to accomplish the functions of editing, decoding and formatting for
printout purposes. ( See paragraphs 3.4.1.d(7) and 3.4.2.c(2)(b).) Only a single Mode Code
may be assigned to any given requirement and replies may be given only in accordance
with the specified Mode Code except as specifically authorized by Mode Codes E and K. An
explanation of authorized Mode Codes is contained in the following paragraphs. The
examples given are for purposes of illustration only and are not intended to represent
actual examples of requirements or replies.

MODE CODE A:

The reply value is given in clear text and may consist of any combination of words, numer-
als and/or symbols. However, the use of numeric values with this Mode Code is restricted
to those values that are always expressed as whole numbers and which do not represent a
unit of measure on any measurement scale.

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

AAJDA2B THREAD CLASS 2B
AFQWA2 MATING END QUANTITY 2
PRPYAPACS PROPRIETARY CHARACTERISTICS ALL PACS

MODE CODE B:

The reply value is given in clear text decimal form with a minimum of one digit preceding
and succeeding the decimal (e.g., 0.1, 1.0). Nonsignificant digits other than as required to
meet this minimum requirement will be omitted. Negative values will be preceded by the
letter “M” (represents “minus” which will decode as “-”). All values not preceded by an “M”
will be assumed to represent positive values. This Mode Code will be used with all replies
representing numeric values on measurement scales such as dimensions, electrical ratings
or weights. Decoding of the reply is not required (except as necessary to designate negative
values).

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

AJFYB45.0 SEAT ANGLE IN DEG 45.0
ATPRB5000.0 MAXIMUM SPEED RATING IN RPM 5000.0
AAQGBM10.0 AMBIENT TEMP IN DEG CELSIUS AT

ZERO PERCENT RATED POWER
-10.0
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MODE CODE C: (NOTE: This Mode Code is not currently available.)

Mode Code C is used in exactly the same manner as Mode Code B except when decoded
the decimal values will be in fractional form.

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

XXXXC6.5 SIZE 6-1/2

MODE CODE D:

This Mode Code uses a coded reply value. The reply codes normally represent qualitative
values but may, in certain instances, represent quantitative values. ( See paragraph
3.4.2.d)

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

CWJKDPCA000 CASE MATERIAL PLASTIC
ADQBDAD$$DAJ SECURING DEVICE

TYPE
HINGE AND THREADED FASTENER

MATT1XDCU0000 MATERIAL COPPER ALLOY OVERALL

MODE CODE E:

This Mode Code will never be assigned to a requirement. It is used in lieu of the Mode
Code assigned to a requirement to signify that the reply represents a specific value as
called for by the requirement, but the reply is not one of the authorized values established
for the requirement. (Also see Mode Code K.) It may be used in lieu of any assigned Mode
Code, except Mode Code G, under the following conditions:

a. It may be used in those instances where the requirement specifies, through an
authorized table of replies or other limitations, the replies that are normally
acceptable and the appropriate reply is not among those specified. In this sense,
Mode Code E represents an exception reply condition.

b. Mode Code E replies must be in context with the requirement with which it is
used. For example, if a normally acceptable reply was not provided in the reply
table for a requirement calling for surface treatment, the reply will be given in full
text. Additional data such as surface thickness or color is not a valid response to
this requirement.

c. Mode Code E replies must always be given totally in clear text.
d. Mode Code E replies must be structured in the same manner as the replies autho-

rized for use with the requirement.

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

AMSPEFIBERGLASS BASIC MATERIAL FIBERGLASS
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MODE CODE F:

This Code is similar to Mode Code B except that the reply value will consist of a range of
values for a given characteristic. All values will be given in decimal form and will be sepa-
rated by a slash mark (/). Each value will be preceded by an “M” or “P” denoting negative
and positive values, respectively. A zero value will always be preceded by “P”. Values will
be given in a algebraic sequence.

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

AFGAFCM65.0/P125.0 OPERATING TEMP RANGE -65.0 TO 125.0 DEG
CELSIUS

BNFJFP250.0/P1000.0 SPEED CONTROL RANGE IN
RPM

250.0 TO 1000.0

MODE CODE G:

The complete reply, consisting of any combination of words, numerals and/or symbols is
given in clear text. This Code is used where the requirement cannot be predetermined. An
example of this type of requirement is the “Special Features” requirement contained in
FIIGs. Replies given with this Mode Code do not require decoding.

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

AGAVGAIRCRAFT MODEL C-119 END ITEM
IDENTIFICATION

AIRCRAFT MODEL C-119

MODE CODE H:

The reply is coded and consists of two or more individual reply values, each of which con-
tains a fixed number of characters and is positioned at a specific location in the transac-
tion. Each individual value is the equivalent of a reply conforming to Mode Code D.

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

MTLC1BHAADPC0010 MATERIAL AND LOCATION FIRST END PLASTIC,
EPOXY, MIL-P-18177,
TYPE GEB OVERALL

CQWYHAFCXAF SPECIES-GRADE AND GRADING
ASSOCIATION

OAK C FLOORING
NATIONAL OAK
FLOORING
MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION

MODE CODE J:

The reply is coded and consists of one or more individual reply values, each of which con-
tains a fixed number of characters and is positioned at a specific location in the
transaction, followed by additional value reply which has a variable number of characters.
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Each individual value is the equivalent of a reply conforming to Mode Code D. The variable
length value is the equivalent of a reply conforming to Mode Codes A, B, C or F.

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

MDCL1JJCA66$$J GAAISI/SAF
1141

MATERIAL
DOCUMENT AND
CLASSIFICATION

66 FED STD SINGLE MATERIAL
RESPONSE AND AISI/SAF 1141 ASSN
STD SINGLE MATERIAL RESPONSE
OVERALL

ABKVJAA3.750 OUTSIDE
DIAMETER

3.750 INCHES NOMINAL

AAJEJAP0.708/P0.712 THREAD PITCH
DIAMETERS

0.708 TO 0.712 INCHES

CQFBJCCNM25.0/P15.0 VOLTAGE TEMP
LIMITS PER
SECTION IN
PERCENT
CAPACITANCE
CHANGE

-25.0 TO 15.0 WITH RATED
VOLTAGE APPLIED SINGLE
SECTION

BCLFJA14.0/17.0 MAXIMUM FILM
SIZE
ACCOMMODATED

14.0 BY 17.0 INCHES

MODE CODE K:

This Mode Code will never be assigned to a requirement. It may be used in lieu of the
Mode Code assigned to a requirement to signify that the reply does not represent a specific
value as called for by the requirement. (Also see Mode Code E.) It may be used in lieu of
any assigned Mode Code, except Mode Code D or G but only in association with one of the
authorized standard reply phrases listed below. Accordingly, it may be used only in those
instances where a specific value reply cannot be given because of a condition as indicated
by the authorized standard reply phrases.

STANDARD REPLY PHRASES
REPLY CODE REPLY

A ANY ACCEPTABLE (The citation of a specific value (reply) in relation to
the characteristic called for by a requirement is not
required forE item identification purposes. Any
applicable value is acceptable.)

N NOT RATED (The specific value (rating) of the characteristic
called for by a requirement has not been
determined for the item being identified.)

X NOT APPLICABLE (The characteristic called for by the requirement
does not apply to the item being identified.)

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

AASAKA THREAD LENGTH ANY ACCEPTABLE
AZKQKN TEMP RATING NOT RATED
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MODE CODE L:

Mode Code L is similar to Mode Code D in that the reply which may consist of any combi-
nation of letters or numerals symbolizes a concept, image or idea. However, it differs from
Mode Code D in that a given set of letters or numerals (the reply) may represent different
concepts, images or ideas depending on the context (FIIG/commodity area) with which it is
used. For example, the reply “3A6” given in response to the requirement Head Style in a
FIIG pertaining to threaded fasteners might represent a Pan Head style. The same reply
given in response to the same requirement in a FIIG pertaining to keys, pins and studs
might represent an Oval Head Style. This Mode Code is used in lieu of Mode Code A in
those cases where, for decoding purposes, it is necessary to indicate both the reply symbol
and the name or title of the specific concept that it represents.

CODED CHARACTERISTICS DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

AAQLL27A BODY STYLE 27A W/O MTG FACILITIES
TERMINAL(S) ON ONE SURFACE

STYLLD5 STYLE DESIGNATOR D5 THREADED TYPE-INTERNAL
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APPENDIX 3-4-B

MASTER REQUIREMENTS DIRECTORY

SECTION I AND VII Master Requirement Codes

This section contains each MRC with its respective Mode Code, MRC usage designator,
MRD status code, print skeleton code, keyword group code, keyword modifier statement,
requirement statement, requirement statement, requirement statement definition,
MILSTICCS instructions, assigned reply table and length of the coded replies, if applicable,
utilized by the requirement.

SECTION III Reply Tables

This Section contains the reply tables, the assigned reply code and the respective decoded
reply statement.

SECTION V Style Reply Tables

This Section contains the style number and decoded style reply statement for each Mode
Code L MRC.

SECTION VI, PART I Identified Secondary Address Code Reply Tables

This Section contains the ISAC reply tables for each FIIG and MRC utilizing ISAC coding.

SECTION VI, PART II Identified Secondary Address Code Replies

This Section contains the decoded ISAC reply statement for each ISAC reply table and
ISAC coded reply.
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APPENDIX 3-4-C

SECONDARY ADDRESS CODING

As indicated in the Purpose and Scope ( see paragraph 3.4.1.c), this chapter does not
include procedures for the application of assigned codes in the execution of functional pro-
cesses. This Appendix, while it does illustrate an application of Secondary Address Codes,
it is not intended to prescribe procedures but rather to serve as an aid in the understand-
ing of the Secondary Address Coding technique and as guidance in the development of
FIIGs. MILSTICCS is based on the principle that each different characteristic will be
assigned a MRC which serves to identify the characteristic and which may also be used as
an address code for communications and automated processing purposes. Since the charac-
teristics applicable to an item are specified by requirements in a FIIG, the identification
and addressing codes are assigned to requirements.

Where a characteristic is applicable to more than one feature (component, part, section) of
an item (e.g., the characteristic resistance in the case of a multisection resistor), the basic
characteristic must be treated and identified as a different characteristic each time it
applies to a different feature of the same item in order to relate the characteristic values to
specific features. This implies that a FIIG must include a separate requirement for each
application of a characteristic to each possible component, part, section, of the item covered
by the FIIG. Since this is not practical, MILSTICCS facilitates FIIG development by pro-
viding for the inclusion in the FIIG of a requirement for the basic characteristic only and
the identification of this requirement by a single code. This basic code can be extended so
as to provide a different identification to each application of the requirement to features of
the item. This technique, called Secondary Address Coding, not only provides for the identi-
fication and differentiation of each characteristic value, but provides a means whereby the
characteristic values of various features can be related, one with the other, as necessary for
a proper and adequate description of an item.

For further clarification, consider an item (resistor) that has three sections each of which is
rated at a total resistance value. In addition, each section has terminal taps that divide the
sections into several segments, each of which have different resistance ratings. The tap ter-
minals are of a different material and type for each segment. In this instance, it is neces-
sary to relate the total resistance value of each section to a specific section (first level). The
resistance value of each segment must be related to s specific segment and also to a spe-
cific section (second level). The material of each tap must be related to a specific type of
tap, which in turn is associated with a specific segment and section (third level). The Sec-
ondary Address Coding technique of MILSTICCS provides for this type of relationship by
successively adding an additional character to the basic address code for each level of asso-
ciation. It provides for any number of levels, up to nine. However, careful arrangement of
the FIIG may eliminate the necessity for excessive levels of relationship.

Figure 2 illustrates the application of Secondary Address Codes in the case of a three-
section resistor using the same FIIG shown in Figure 1. In this example, the first, second,
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and third sections are related at 4.2, 10 and 1,000 kilohms resistance, respectively. The
first section is untapped, the second section is tapped at 4 kilohms and the third section is
tapped at 250 and 500 kilohms. In the interest of simplicity, all tolerances are considered
to be plus or minus 1 percent.

FIGURE 1

FEDERAL ITEM IDENTIFCATION GUIDE
(FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY)

MRD
MODE
CODE REQUIREMENT

AAPN A SECTION QUANITY

Definition: The number of individual elements.

Reply Instructions: Enter the quanity. (e.g., AAPNA3*)

AAPP J ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

Definition: A measure of the opposition to the flow of electri-
cal current.

Reply instructions: Enter the applicable reply code from the
table below, followed by the numeric value. (e.g.,
AAPP1AJK4.2*; AAPP1BJK10.0*; AAPPICJM1.0*)

REPLY CODE REPLY (AA57)

G GIGOHMS

K KILOHMS

M MEGOHMS

Q OHMS

AAPQ F RESISTANCE TOLERANCE IN PERCENT

Definition: The limits of permissible variation in the electri-
cal resistance value of an item from its rated value,
expressed in percent.

Reply Instructions: Enter the numeric value. (e.g.,
AAPQ1AFM1.0/1.0*; AAPQ1BFM1.0/1.0*; AAPQ1CFM1.0/
1.0*)

AAPR A FIXED TAP QUANITY

Definition: The number of fixed terminals at points between
the end terminals that provide connection to intermediate
values of the total value.
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MRD
MODE
CODE REQUIREMENT

Reply instructions: Enter the quantity. (e.g., AAPR1AA1*;
AAPR1BA1*); AAPR1CA2*)

AAPT J SEGMENT RESISTANCE

Definition: The opposition of the flow of electric current
through each segment.

Reply Instructions: Enter the applicable reply code from the
table below, followed by the numeric value. (e.g.,
AAPT2BAJK4.0*; AAPT2BBJK6.0*; AAPT2CAJK250.0*;
AAPT2CBJK500.0*; AAPT2CCJK250.0*)

REPLY CODE REPLY (AA57)

G GIGOHMS

K KILOHMS

M MEGOHMS

Q OHMS

FIGURE 2

CODED CHARACTERISTICS
MRC SAC/ISAC MODE CODED REPLY VALUE

AAPN A 3
AAPP 1A J K4.2
AAPP 1B J K10.0
AAPP 1C J M1.0
AAPQ 1A F M1.0/1.0
AAPQ 1B F M1.0/1.0
AAPQ 1C F M1.0/1.0
AAPR 1A A 1
AAPR 1B A 1
AAPR 1C A 2
AAPT 2BA J K4.0
AAPT 2BB J K6.0
AAPT 2CA J K250.0
AAPT 2CB J K500.0
AAPT 2CC J K250.0
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DECODED CHARACTERISTICS

MRC
REQUIREMENT
STATEMENT CLEAR TEXT REPLY

AAPN SECTION QUANTITY 3
AAPP ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE 4.2 KILOHMS 1ST SECTION

10 KILOHMS 2ND SECT
1 MEGOHM 3RD SECTION

AAPQ RESITANCE TOLERANCE
IN PERCENT

-1.0 TO 1.0 1ST SECTION

-1.0 TO 1.0 2ND SECTION
-1.0 TO 1.0 3RD SECTION

AAPR FIXED TAP QUANTITY 1 1ST SECTION
1 2ND SECTION
2 3RD SECTION

AAPT SEGMENT RESISTANCE 4 KILOHMS 1ST SEGMENT 2ND
SECTION
6 KILOHMS 2ND SEGMENT 2ND
SECTION
250 KILOHMS 1ST SEGMENT 3RD
SECTION
500 KILOHMS 2ND SEGMENT
3RD SECTION
250 KILOHMS 3RD SEGMENT 3RD
SECTION
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CHAPTER 5

THE FEDERAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

3.5.1 Purpose

This chapter will describe the structure and organization of the Federal Supply Classifica-
tion System and the procedures for its modification.

3.5.2 Use

The Federal Supply Classification System is sufficiently comprehensive to permit the clas-
sification of all items used by participating activities. A Federal Supply Class (FSC) is
selected for every item of supply and forms the first four digits of the National Stock Num-
ber (NSN). This system, with its structure of groups and classes, represents those group-
ings and relationships which are based on current as well as anticipated management
needs. As these needs change, the structure is modified by the addition of newly developed
groups and classes, the subdivision of existing classes, and the revision of definitions for
classes.

3.5.3 Structure

The Federal Supply Classification System is composed of commodity classes organized
within broad groups. The system permits a total of 99 Federal Supply Groups (FSGs), each
of which may be subdivided in 99 Federal Supply Classes (FSCs). The classes within any
group are considered to be closely related. Each class covers a relatively homogenous area
of commodities with respect to their physical or performance characteristics, their relation-
ship to a next higher assembly, or because they are usually procured or issued together.

a. Code Numbering system. Each class of items is assigned a four digit code. The first
two digits represent the FSG and the last two digits specify the class within each group.

b. Expansion of the present number of groups and classes has been provided for by the
gaps in sequence left between the code numbers assigned to groups and within groups to
adjacent classes. Such expansions may be required by technological advances or by the
need for other desirable additions and changes.

c. Whether a class includes the phrase “and components” as part of the class title or not,
assemblies, subassemblies, and component parts specially designed for items in the class
will be included only where no class exists within the FSC structure for that type of compo-
nent.

Example 1. FSCs 4810 and 4820 are established for powered and nonpowered valves.
Valves of the same type as established in Federal Supply Group will be classified within
these classes regardless of a “NOTE” including component parts in the next higher assem-
bly class.
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Example 2. Group 25 Vehicular Equipment Components was established for items which
otherwise might have been classified in Group 23, Ground Effect Vehicles, Trailer and
Cycles and Group 24, Tractors.

d. Condition Codes. A single digit indicating the type of FSC classification for an item in
the Alphabetic and Numeric Indexes of the Cataloging Handbook H6.

(1) Condition Code (1). The Approved Item Name (AIN) which may be classified in one
and only one specific class of the FSC structure.

(2) Condition Code (2). The AIN which may be classified in two or more specific classes
of the FSC structure, as specifically indicated.

(3) Condition Code (3). Not authorized for use.

e. Explanation of Condition Code (2). The Condition Code is included with the AINs in
the Cataloging Handbook H6. Those AINs with Condition Code 2 specifically are entered in
the Cataloging Handbook H6 with the FSC and the class modifier which applies. Example
of proper application of condition codes are as follows:

Example 1. The AIN “TAPE, SOUND, RECORDING” is classified only in Federal Sup-
ply Classes 5835 and 7450. The two specific H6 entries for this AIN both include Condition
Code (2) following the class modifiers (“except office type” for FSC 5835, and “office type”
for FSC 7450). However, the mandatory classification for each category of sound-recording
tape is indicated in the “Class” column on the right-hand side of that particular entry in
the Handbook. That is, office-type recording tape is classified in FSC 7450, and all other
types (applications) are classified without exception on FSC 5835.

Example 2. The AINs “CIRCUIT BREAKER” and “CIRCUIT BREAKER SUBASSEM-
BLY” are properly assigned to two different classes based on the voltage and type of cur-
rent of the item being classified. This is indicated in the H-6 by a series of four entries
derived from each AIN, such as “Circuit breakers, above 250 volts DC(2)---6110” and “Cir-
cuit breaker subassemblies, 250 volts DC and below (2)---5925”. Condition Code (2) does
not imply that a given item with the voltage and current shown can be classified in two
classes. The modifying phrase in each case governs the classification and restricts the item
of supply to one specific class.

3.5.4 General Principals and Rules

a. Unique Classification of Each Item of Supply. Each Item of Supply shall be classified
in one, and only one, 4 digit FSC. The assignment of an FSC code number to an item of
supply shall not be influenced by the method and type of item identification used to estab-
lish the concept of the item.

b. Classification of Parts Where a Specific Class Exists. Where a specific FSC is appli-
cable to a particular part, that part shall be classified in the specific class and not with its
next higher assembly, except as indicated below:

(1) A “Specially Designed Item” shall be classified with its next higher assembly in the
class established for the higher assembly when, and only when, the FSC requires such
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classification. The term “higher assembly” is used for brevity of “next higher classifiable
assembly” and is understood to mean the next higher assembly on or with which the item
is used as a subassembly, part, attachment or accessory. In order to be accepted as specifi-
cally designed, an item does not have to be designed specifically for use in a single piece or
single model of equipment. The item may be designed for use with catagories of equipment
such as all kinds of printing presses or all kinds of diesel engines. The requirement that a
“specifically designed item” be classified with the equipment for which it is specially
designed is indicated in the FSC by:

(a) A Note. A note at the head of the class or group in Cataloging Handbook H2
directing that “specially designed item” are to be classified with their next higher assem-
blies. The term “specially designed item” is an abbreviation of the term “specifically
designed for specific use on or with specific individual types of equipment” as used in the
notes in the Cataloging Handbook H2.

(b) A Modifier. The modifier “multiapplication” added to the name indexed in Cata-
loging Handbook H6, indicating that the specially designed items are to be classified with
their next higher assemblies.

(c) An Exclusion. An exclusion to the class published in Cataloging Handbook H2
indicating that the item is not to be classified therein.

(d) An Exception. A term of exception applied to an entry in Cataloging Handbook
H6 excluding the item.

(2) When an item of supply has been classified as a “specially designed item” with its
next higher classifiable assembly, the FSC class code number originally assigned shall not
be changed to that of a multiapplication class until evidence becomes available that the
item does have multiple applications.

c. Classification of Parts Where No Specific Class Exists. Where no specific FSC is appli-
cable to a particular part, that part shall be classified with its next higher classifiable
assembly in the class established therefor.

d. Classification of Parts Having Multiple Applications. The FSC for an item which is to
be classified with its next higher assembly but which is used on or with different assem-
blies classified in two or more classes of the FSC, shall be assigned in accordance with the
following:

(1) When a variety of applications to assemblies classified in different classes is known
to exist at the time the subassembly, part, attachment or accessory is initially classified,
the FSC code number assigned shall be that which will be most useful in supply
management, selected on the basis of:

(a) The most significant application of the item.

(b) The code number least likely to be obsoleted.

(c) The greatest number of application of the item.
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(2) When a code number is assigned to a multiple application item after a consider-
ation of the known applications and the application(s) within the class assigned become
obsolete, a new class code number shall be selected in accordance with paragraph
3.5.4.d(1).

(3) When a subassembly, part, attachment or accessory is assigned an FSC on the
basis of its relationship to a higher assembly, and it is later discovered that the item is
used on additional assemblies which are not in the same class as the assembly initially
considered, the FSC originally assigned shall be used for all other applications of the item.

e. Auxiliary Subdivisions of Federal Supply Classification Classes. Where greater com-
modity classification detail is required by a participating service or activity than is pro-
vided for in the basic 4-digit FSC structure, auxiliary subdivisions of classes (commonly
referred to as “Auxiliary Classifications;” or “Subclasses”) may become necessary. These
auxiliary subdivisions of classes may be developed by the participants for their own use. If
a universal requirement is found to exist for a particular auxiliary subdivision, consider-
ation will be given to the establishment of additional FSC classes corresponding to the aux-
iliary subdivision. When used in conjunction with the NSN, any auxiliary subdivision of a
class found necessary by a participant shall be signified by augmentation of the NSN and
not by change to the 4-digit FSC. In no event shall any of the 13 digits of the NSN be
changed or digits or other symbols be inserted within the 13-digit structure.

f. Classification of Sets, Kits, and Outfits. The following rules shall govern the classifica-
tion of Sets, Kits, and Outfits:

(1) Sets, Kits, and Outfits consisting of variations (such as size or color) of an item
shall be classified in the same class as the individual items.

(2) Sets, Kits, and Outfits consisting of several different items classifiable either in a
single class or in several classes of the same group, or in classes of more than one group,
shall be classified in the “Sets, Kits, and Outfits” class of the group which logically covers
the application or functions purpose for which the set, kit, or outfit was assembled.

(3) If no “Sets, Kits, or Outfits” class is established in the appropriate group which cov-
ers the application or functional purpose of the set, kit, or outfit, then the set, kit or outfit
shall be classified in the single class of the appropriate group which logically covers the
application or functional purpose for which the set, kit, or outfit was assembled.

(4) If the appropriate 4-digit FSC cannot be determined by application of the above
rules, the set, kit or outfit shall be assigned to the class which is considered most useful for
supply management.

(5) If no class is found to be appropriate under any of the above rules, the set, kit, or
outfit shall be classified in FSC Class 9999, Miscellaneous Items.

3.5.5 Publications

The following handbooks assist users in establishing the appropriate FSC for each item of
supply and help minimize inconsistency in the classification of identical items.
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a. Cataloging Handbook H2, Federal Supply Classification, is organized by groups and
classes, and presents the classification structure, showing all the groups and classes listed
in the arrangement of the four digit FSC coding numbering system. Where appropriate, the
main commodities included (or excluded) which delimit the coverage of a particular class
are shown below the title for the class. In addition, specific notes may be inserted following
specific group and class titles which define or delimit the coverage of a particular group or
class.

b. Cataloging Handbook H6, Federal Item Name Directory for Supply Cataloging,
includes a reference to the FSC and applicable Condition Code for each Approved Item
Name.

3.5.6 Maintenance of the Federal Supply Classification System

a. Proposals for Revision to the FSC Structure.

(1) Revisions to the FSC structure are those changes which constitute a significant
revision to any of the present groups or classes, such as:

(a) The establishment of a new group or class.

(b) The deletion of an existing group or class.

(c) A revision to the delimitations of an existing group or class which results in a
broader or narrower scope.

(d) A revision in a principle or rule for classification.

(2) Submission of Proposals. When applicable, proposals should include corresponding
DD Form 180/AC135s showing modification to existing item names, and/or any new names
which will be developed as a result of the changes.

(a) Submitters.

(1.) Participating Military Service activities and Defense Supply Centers submit
proposals through their Cataloging Activity to the appropriate Headquarters Catalog Office
(HCO).

(2.) Participating Civil Agencies other than the Veterans Administration submit
proposals to the Federal Supply Service, General Services Administration (GSA).

(3.) The Veterans Administration submits proposals directly to the Directorate of
Logistics Information Management, Defense Logistics Information Service (DLIS-SC).

(4.) All other activities submit proposals directly to the Directorate of Logistics
Information Management, DLIS-SC.

(b) Headquarters Catalog Office/Federal Supply Service, GSA:

(1.) Reviews proposals submitted by Military Service activities or Defense Supply
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Centers/Civil Agencies, conducts internal coordination, and develops unified proposals.

(2.) Submits unified proposals to the Directorate of Logistics Information
Management, DLIS-SC.

(3) Processing of Proposals.

(a) Responsibilities of the Characteristic Data Management Division, DLIS-SC.

(1.) Reviews proposals for compliance with DoD policies and procedures within 30
days and forwards, by fax or e-mail, with comments as necessary to the following Head-
quarters Catalog Offices (except for the submitter of proposal) for concurrence and/or com-
ments:

Army
Navy
Air Force
Marine Corps
General Services Administration
Veterans Administration
Defense Threat Reduction Agency
National Security Agency
Federal Aviation Agency
Coast Guard

(2.) Forwards proposals to NATO for simultaneous coordination with U.S. activi-
ties. NATO will have 30 days to reply.

(3.) Reviews comments on the proposals received from the Headquarters Catalog
Offices and/or the Federal Supply Service and NATO. If a reply is not received, no interest
in the proposal will be assumed.

(4.) If a counterproposal is received, the coordination process will start over with a
copy going to the submitting activity.

(5.) When a nonconcurrence is received, DLIS-SC:

(a.) Contacts by telephone the originating U.S. activity with the name and tele-
phone number of the nonconcurring activity.

(b.) Allows 5 workdays for resolution of differences.

(c.) Resolves disagreements and negotiates coordinated proposals.

(6.) Notifies Headquarters Catalog Offices, Veteran Administration, the Federal
Supply Service, GSA, and NATO of approved new FSCs or revisions by Federal Supply
Classification Structure Changes (Distribution C/F) letters. The Distribution C/F letters
will be effective dated six months prior to changes.
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(7.) Incorporates the approved new FSCs or revisions into the Cataloging Hand-
books H2-1 and H6.

(b) Responsibilities of the Headquarters Catalog Office:

(1.) Performs technical review of proposals forwarded by the Characteristics Data
Management Division, DLIS-SC, and contacts Military Service activities and Defense Sup-
ply Centers, as necessary.

(2.) Forwards concurrence and/or comments on proposals to the Characteristics
Data Management Division, DLIS-SC within 30 days.

(3.) Informs Military Service activities and Defense Supply Centers, as necessary,
after DLIS-SC approval.

(c) Responsibilities of the Federal Supply Service, GSA:

(1.) Performs technical review of proposals forwarded by the Characteristics Data
Management Division, DLIS-SC, contacting Civil Agencies, as necessary.

(2.) Forwards concurrence and/or comments on proposals to the Characteristics
Data Management Division, DLIS-SC within 30 days.

(3.) Informs Civil Agencies, as necessary, after DLIS-SC approval.

(d) Responsibilities of the Veterans Administration:

(1.) Performs technical review of proposals forwarded by the Characteristics Data
Management Division, DLIS-SC.

(2.) Forwards concurrence and/or comments on proposals to the Characteristics
Data Management Division, DLIS-SC within 30 days.

b. Proposals for Revision to the FSC Indices.

(1) Revisions to the FSC indexes are those changes which affect the individual classifi-
cation of specific items of supply. (See volume 4, chapter 4.2). These revisions are brought
about by conditions such as:

(a) The addition of a new item name.

(b) A revised interpretation of an existing item name.

(c) A revision of an item name which substantially changes the concept of the item.

(d) A revision of the definition of an item name which substantially changes the con-
cept of the item.

(e) A new design for an item of supply.
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(f) A determination of the desirability of a revised classification for an item of supply,
within the delimitations of the present FSC structure.

(g) Improper initial classification of an item name.

(h) Change to a condition code.

(2) Submission of Proposals. All proposals for revision to the FSC indexes (except those
associated with a proposed revision to the FSC structure) are submitted to the Characteris-
tics Data Management Division, DLIS-SC. (See appendix 3-5-A thru C.) The submissions
will contain the following information:

(a) Specific revision, reclassification, and/or addition requested.

(b) Justification for the action proposed.

(c) National Stock Numbers, if available, for items for which the proposed action is
sought.

(3) Processing of Proposals.

(a) Characteristics Data Management Division, DLIS-SC, reviews proposals within
five working days and:

(1.) Accepts those which are adequately justified as to the need and desirability for
the proposed actions.

(2.) Returns those which require a structure change to the FSC or are incompat-
ible with the FSC system as established.

(3.) Collaborates change of an Approved Item Name from one FSC to another with
interested activities as shown by the Major Organizational Entity (MOE) Rules on NSNs
presently in the FLIS database for this item name.

(4.) After approval and prior to implementation, ensures that necessary coordina-
tion has been accomplished between gaining and losing activities when the change includes
a transfer of item management responsibility. (See volume 13 for FSC, MOE Rules, and
Management Exception Rule Notes as applicable.)

(5.) Incorporates accepted revisions, reclassifications, and/or additions in supple-
ments to the FSC indexes.

(6.) Notifies the submitter of the approval or rejection of the proposal. Notification
of rejection will include the reasons for disapproval.

(b) Submitters may resubmit a rejected proposal in accordance with paragraph
3.5.6.a above, if the proposal was returned because a change to the FSC Structure was
involved.
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3.5.7 International Use of the Federal Supply Classification System

a. NATO Use. In February 1956, the Air Board, Military Agency for Standardization,
NATO, convened a Working Party in London which prepared and recommended the adop-
tion of the second draft standardization agreement STANAG 3150. This agreement pro-
vided for the adoption of the United States Federal Supply Classification system as the
NATO Supply Classification System, with the United States having responsibility for main-
tenance of the system, including right of decision on all matters pertaining thereto. This
agreement was subsequently ratified by fourteen NATO members, including the United
States.

b. Revision to the Classification Structure Under STANAG 3150.

(1) Revisions Proposed by the United States. Revisions to the classification structure
which are proposed by the United States shall be forwarded to the NATO member nations
prior to approval. A period of 30 days is provided for concurrence and/or comment by indi-
vidual NATO countries. Upon completion of this coordination, the following actions shall be
taken, as appropriate.

(a) The United States (DLA/DLIS) approves the revision, specifying the implementa-
tion dates, if complete or majority concurrences are received.

(b) The United States considers and incorporates, if acceptable, modifications to pro-
posed revisions, as submitted by the NATO countries.

(c) The United States resolves any conflicts of opinion if a majority of
nonconcurrences, or major proposals for modifications of proposed revisions, are submitted
by the NATO countries.

NOTE: Revisions which are proposed by a NATO member nation other than the United
States are decided by the United States within a 30-day period, following the 30-day period
provided for NATO concurrence actions. Notice of the final disposition of all proposed revi-
sions to the classification system is forwarded by the United States to all NATO countries,
stating, as appropriate, the reasons for nonacceptance of comments.

(2) Revisions Proposed by NATO Member Nations. Revisions to the classification struc-
ture proposed by any one of the NATO member nations, are forwarded to all signatories of
STANAG 3150 by the originating country. Concurrence and/or comment is forwarded by
other signatories to the originating country and to the United States within a period of 30
days. Approved revisions are implemented on the effective date specified in the notification
of approval forwarded to all signatories by the United States.
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APPENDIX 3-5-A

SAMPLE OF FSC CHANGE
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APPENDIX 3-5-B

SAMPLE OF FSC CHANGE
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APPENDIX 3-5-C

Sample of FSC Change
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CHAPTER 6

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AMMUNITION CODES

3.6.1 Scope

The Department of Defense Ammunition Code (DoDAC) system provides uniform, centrally
assigned code numbers for generic descriptions applicable to items of supply identified
under the Federal Logistics Information System (FLIS) in Federal Supply Groups (FSGs)
13 (Ammunition and Explosives) and 14 (Guided Missiles). In November 2003, training
items in Federal Supply classes (FSCs) 6910 and 6920 became eligible for DoDAC assign-
ment. However, these items must be related to items that can receive DoDACs, such as
ammunition, grenades, rockets, and guided missiles. The following are excluded from
DoDAC assignment.

Items in Federal Supply Classes (FSCs) 1395, 1398, and 1430
Items with Non-Approved Item Names (NAINs)
Repair parts and industrial components (information known by the requesting ser-

vice)

3.6.2 Structure

The DoDAC is a nine-position, semi-significant number (e.g., 1325-F114) consisting of the
four-position FSC number, a hyphen, and a four-position DoDIC (Department of Defense
Identification Code). The last four characters may be one alpha followed by three numerics
(e.g., D548), or two alphas followed by two numerics (e.g., PA38), or 3 alphas followed by 1
numeric (e.g., PFF1).

a. DLIS does not assign DoDACs, containing “W”, “X”, “Y”, or “Z” in the seventh position
(the second position of the DoDIC, e.g., JW40). The services use these to form codes, which
serve internal management functions. The letters have been assigned as follows.

W - Department of the Navy (The local code is a NALC - Navy Ammunition Logistics
Code. It can also be an all numeric field.)

X - U.S. Marine Corps
Y - Department of the Air Force (The local code is a LARC - Locally Assigned Report-

ing Code.)
Z - Department of the Army

b. DLIS can upgrade these locally assigned codes to DoDACs if they have Approved Item
Names (AINs) and are in the correct FSCs, as described in paragraph 3.6.1 above. DLIS
adds the codes to the FLIS DoDAC tables.

3.6.3 Development

Defense Logistics Information Service (DLIS) is the only organization authorized to assign
DoDACs. (Services assign local ammunition codes for internal management functions only,
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as shown in paragraph 3.6.2.a above.) DoDACs are centrally assigned by DLIS to generic
descriptions submitted by military activities. Each description consists of an Approved Item
Name, appropriate FSC, and the common characteristics of items in FSG 13 or 14 which
are functionally interchangeable and therefore treated collectively in normal supply opera-
tions. A code number initially assigned to a generic description covering a single item will
be used subsequently to cover variations or improvements (including different packaging
configurations) that are functionally interchangeable with the original item. (It may be nec-
essary to make exceptions. One example is ammunition in packages not suitable for battle-
field conditions. A separate DoDAC can identify these items.)

3.6.4 Submittal

A request for the additions, revisions, cancellations, and reinstatements of a DoDAC must
include the AIN, FIIG (Federal Item Identification Guide), FSC, generic description, and
justification. These requests shall be submitted to the Commander, Defense Logistics Infor-
mation Service, ATTN: DLIS-SIC, Federal Center, 74 Washington Ave N Ste 7 Battle
Creek, MI 49017-3084. Activities may also submit requests by telephone to DLIS-SIC at
DSN 932-4355, (or 932-4423) or Commercial (616) 961-4355, (or 961-4423). The FAX num-
ber for DoDACs is DSN 932-4352 or Commercial (616) 961-4352. The email address is
dodac@dlis.dla.mil. DLIS assigns DoDACs within three working days. DLIS completes
changes, cancellations, and reinstatements within two weeks, to allow input from using
activities.

3.6.5 Publication

DoDACs appear in the following CD ROM products: FED LOG, H Series, and DoD Ammu-
nition Catalog. DLIS updates FED LOG and H Series monthly and DoD Ammunition Cata-
log biannually. The microfiche publication, Cataloging Handbook H3, is no longer
published.
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